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1. INTRODUCTION 
A subgroup K of a finite group G is said to be tightly embedded inG if 1 K 1 
is even but 1 K n Kg 1 is odd for g E G - No(K). A standard subgroup of G 
is a quasisimple subgroup L of G such that K = C,(L) is tightly embedded 
in G, No(L) = N,(K), and [L, Lg] + 1 for g E G. 
In [14], Miyamoto has classified allfinite groups which contain a standard 
subgroup L with L/Z(L) E PSU(S, 29, 1z > 1, and such that Co(L) has a 
cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. Inthis paper we treat he case n = 1. More precisely, 
the following theorem is proved. 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group which possesses a standard subgroup L 
isomorphic to PSlJ(5,2). Assume that Co(L) has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup and
that LO(G) +I G. Then either 
(1) E(G) g PSL(5,4), or 
(2) E(G) G PSU(5,2) x PSU(5,2). 
The method used in proving the theorem is similar to that used by Gomi 
in [S] and by the author in [20]. Let t be an involution fCo(L) and set 
H = Co(t). Then L d H by our hypotheses. In Section 4, the proof of the 
theorem begins with a study of the fusion of the involution t. An important 
point is the use of the structure ofthe centralizer of a certain element of order 3. 
The group L g PSU(5,2) has an element w of order 3 such that C,(w) s 
2, x PSU(4,2). Applying a theorem of Gomi [S], we can show that 
K,, = E(Co(w)) is isomorphic to either PSL(4,4) or PSU(4,2) x PSU(4,2). 
If K, s PSL(4,4), we distinguish two cases: H # LC,(L) and H = LC,(L). 
In Section 5, we treat he case H # LC,(L). The method used in this ection 
was suggested by K. Gomi. In Section 6, we handle the case H = LC,(L) in 
a similar way as in 17, Section 81. Finally, inSection 7, we treat he case 
K, s PSU(4,2) x PSU(4,2). 
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Our notation is fairly standard and tends to follow the notation of [9] and [20]. 
In particular, fo  a group X, m(X) denotes the 2-rank of X and I(X) denotes 
the set of involutions f X. Moreover, for a 2-group Q, S*(Q) is the set of 
maximal elementary abelian subgroups ofQ, d(Q) is the set of abelian sub- 
groups of Q of maximal order, Jo(Q) = (A 1 A E d(Q)), l,.(Q) isthe subgroup 
generated byall abelian subgroups ofQ of maximal rank, and Je(Q) is the 
subgroup generated by all elementary abelian subgroups ofQ of maximal 
order. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this ection wecollect some preliminary lemmas. 
(2.1) Let X be a subset ofa group G and P a Sylow p-subgroup f C,(X). 
Assume that asubgroup B of P is weakly closed inP with respect to G. If a subset 
X, of Co(B) is conjugate to X in G, then X and X1 are conjugate in No(B). 
Proof. Choose an element g E G so that X1 = Xg. Then B < C,(X)g and 
Bh < Pg for some h E Co(X)g. The weak closure ofB implies Bhe-l = B, so 
gh-1 ENo(B) and XQh-’ = X 
The next lemma is well knbkn. 
(2.2) Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup f agroup G and x an element ofP. Assume 
that 1C,( y)l < 1 C,(x)1 for ally Exc n P. (In that case xis said to be extremal 
in P with respect toG.) Then the following conditions hold. 
(1) CP(X) ESYL(WN* 
(2) If y E xo n P, then there exists anelement g in G such that yg = x 
and G(yJg < C,(x). 
Proof, Let Q be a Sylow p-subgroup ofC,(x) containing C,(x) and h an 
element of G such that Q < Ph. Then C,(x) < Q = Cpa(x) and I C,(x)1 < 
1 Cp(xhml)l. Since xh-’ EXG n P, C,,(x) = Q and (I) holds. Suppose y E xc n P 
and ya = x, a E G. There exists b EC,(x) such that CY(x) < C’,(X)~ by (1). 
Setting g = ab-1, we have yg = x and C’,(y)” = C,,.(X)~- < C,(X). 
(2.3) Suppose that agroup X s SL(2,4) acts nontrivially on anelementary 
abelian group E of order 16. If P is a Sylow 2-subgroup f X, then either 
(1) I W’)I =4andE is a natural module for X z SL(2,4), or
(2) ( C,(P)1 = 2 and E is a natural module for X s A, . 
In Case (l), X acts transitively on E# but in Case (2), E# decomposes under 
the action fX into two orbits oflength 5 and 10. 
Proof. See [8, Lemma (1 J)]. 
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(2.4) (1) IfK z PSL(3,4), then each inwolution in Aut(K) - K is conjugate 
to f, g, or fg, where fand g denote respectively an involutive field automorphism 
and a graph automorphism with Lf, g] = 1. Moreover, C (f) g PSL(3,2), 
G(g) s SL(2,4), and C,(fg) = PSU(392). 
(2) If K z PSL(4,4), then Aut(K) = K<f, g>, where f and g denote 
respectively an involutive field automorphism anda graph automorphism with 
[f, g] = 1. All inerolutions in Kf are conjugate to f and all involutions n Kfg are 
conjugate to fg. Let d be a nonidentity element inthe center ofa Sylow 2-subgroup 
of K such that [d, g] = 1. Then each involution in Kgis conjugate to either g or gd. 
Moreover, C,(f) E PSL(4,2), C,(fg) s PSU(4,2), C,(g) g Sp(4,4), and 
‘X4 = C,(g) n G&O w EC is isomorphic to the centralizer of a transvection h. h
in Sp(4,4). 
Proof. See Section 19of [2]. 
We will enumerate some properties of K = PSL(4,4). A detailed d scription 
of the group PSL(4,29 can be found in Suzuki [17] and we follow it. The set P
of matrices 
/l \ 
forms aSylow 2-subgroup ofK. Define 
M: the set of matrices x with 01~ = 0; 
Y: the set of matrices x with 0~~ = os = 0; 
B,: the set of matrices x with (~a = 05 = 0~~ = 0; 
B,: the set of matrices x with 01~ = 01s = or, = 0; 
U,,: the set of matrices x with 01~ = 01~ + CY$ = 01~ + 01qX = 0, 
where 0 # X E GF(4). In addition, we set 
a= and b= 
(2.5) The following conditions hold. 
(1) Jr(P) = Y and B*(P/Z(P)) = {M/Z(P), Y/Z(P)}. Moreover, Y is 
elementary belian d M’ = Z(M) = Z(P). 
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(2) The maximal elementary belian subgroups of iI4 are B, , B, , U, ; 
0 # h E GF(4), and .&(P)o; g E N,(M). 
(3) N,(M) acts trunsitiwely on theset {U,, 10 # h E GP(4)). 
(4) B, and B, are normal in N,(M) and U, is normal in N,(M)‘. Moreover, 
U,JZ(P) is a natural module for N,(M)‘/M G SL(2,4). 
Proof. We can verify (l), (3), and (4) by matrix multiplications. Each
involution fM - Z(P) is conjugate in N,(M) to one of the following three 
involutions: 
b, = 
Furthermore, ~*(Cdb,)) = (4 7 -W% ~*(Cdb,N = Vh 9 Z,(P)>, and 
b*(C,(b)) = (U, , Z,(P)} bythe structure ofP. Hence (2) holds. 
(2.6) Each involution of K is conjugate to ither a or b, and b is a noncentral 
involution. Let w E Y be a noncentral involution of K and set H = C,(w). Then 
(1) Y is the unique elementary belian subgroup of H of order 28, 
(2) H/Y s SL(2,4), H’ is perfect, ( H : H’ 1 = 4, and CAH) = Z(H) 
is of order 4. 
Proof. By (25)(l), Y is weakly closed in P with respect o K. Hence w 
and b are conjugate in NK( Y) and we may assume that w = b. Denote by X 
the subgroup of K consisting of the matrices 
A 0 ( ) 0 A’ A E SL(2,4). 
Then X E SL(2,4) and H = C,(b) is a split extension f Y by X. If Q is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of H, then Jr(Q) = Y by (2.5)(l), and(1) holds. (2) can be 
easily verified. 
3. PROPERTIES OF PSU(5, 2) 
In this ection we enumerate some properties ofthe group PSlJ(5,2) and 
its automorphisms. An excellent description ofthe five-dimensional unitary 
group PSU(5,29 can be found in Thomas [18]. Proofs are mostly omitted 
in the case where the assertions areconsequences ofstraightforward c lculations. 
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Let L = PSU(5,2). We identify L with SU(5,2). Let r = GF(4) and 
I’,, = GF(2). Denote 012 by & for c1 Er. The group L is the set of all 5 x 5 
matrices x over satisfying 
i 
1 
1 
X 1 
1 
1 1 i 
I 
1 
tjy = 1 
1 
1 
and detx = 1, 
where % denotes the matrix obtained from x by replacing each entry aij with 
Eji .Let w be a primitive cube root of unity in I’. Define 
( 
1 
” 
e, = 6J 
w 
1 
Furthermore, w  set 
i 
1 
cd 
44 = 
i 
1 
v= 
e2 = 
1 
1 
’ 1 
G 1 i 
1 
1 
’ 1 
& 1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 i 
’ 
w 
w 
w 
w 
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(3.1) The subgroup S = X,X,X,X, has order 21° and it is a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of L. Each element of S has a unique xpression as 
The multiplication within Xi is given by 
Xi@, B) Xi(Y, 8)= +%(a + y, B + 6 + EY), i = 1,4, 
44 Xi(B) = 4, + P>, i = 2, 3. 
Hence, X1 and X, are quaternion with Z(X() = (~~(0, j3) 1p E To} and X, and 
Xs are elementary abelian of order 4. The commutator relations between 
elements ofthe Xi are 
All other types of commutators are trivial. Thestructure of S is completely 
determined by these formulas. 
(3.2) NdS) = <elj 2 e>S and (e, e,) is elementary abelian oforder 9 and 
normalizes each Xi . 
(3.3) The subgroup (u, V) is dihedral oforder 8 and normalizes (ei ,ea). 
Moreover, u and w transform the elements ofS according to the formulas: 
In the last two formulas xi(o1, /?)# 1 and x2(a) # 1 and h, and h, denote respec- 
tively the diagonal matrices with diagonal entries (1, 8, /I, 8, 1) and (01, a-l, 1, 
E, C-1). 
(3.4) Each element of L has a unique xpression n the form g = xhwy, 
where xE S, h E (e, ea), w E (u, u), and y E (Xi / Xi 4 SW). 
(3.5) Let Kr = (X, , u), K, = (Xa , v), and Ks = (Z(XJ XsXsZ(X& U, v>. 
Then Ki = X,<e,) u X,(e,) uX, g SU(3, 2) with Z(K,) = (er), Ka = 
X,(e,e,) u X,<e,e,) OX, g SL(2,4), and I& E PSU(4, 2). We remark that 
(3.3) gives 
e, = x1(&, co) 24x1( 1, w) UX1(w, )U. 
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(3.6) C,(e,) = (e,)K, x (Z(XJ, WV> with (Z(&), ouw) G SL(2, 2) 
and CL(e,) = (es) x Ks . In particular, Cs(el) = X,Z(X,) and CJes) =
Z(XJ x,x,Z(X4>* 
(3.7) Define A, = X,X,X, , A, = X,X,X,, and F = Z(X,) X,Z(X,). 
Then the following conditions hold. 
(1) Z(S) = S” = Z(X,), Z,(S) = Iy,Z(S), Z,(S) = S’ = X,F, A; =Z(S), 
A; = Z(A,) = Ql(A,) = F. 
(2) JJS) = F and J,(S) = A, . In particular, m(S)= 4. 
(3) C,(S’) = F and C,(Z,(S)) = C,(F) = A,. 
(4) S*(S/F) = (A,F/F, A /F} and S*(S/Z(S)) = {Al/Z(S), S//Z(S)}. 
(5) A,rQ,*D,*D,; an extra-special groupof minus type of order 2’. 
Proof. (1) and (3) can be easily verified. Since [X, , X,] q= [X, , X,] = 1 
and X,X,Z(X,) is isomorphic toD, * D, , (5) holds. For (4), notice that 
Ql(S/Z(S)) = A,F/Z(S) and &*(S/Z(S)) = E*(AIF/Z(S)). LetB be an ele- 
mentary abelian subgroup of S of order at least 16. Then B is contained in A, 
or A, by (4). Since m(A,) = 3 and Ql(A,) = F, we have B = F and so Je(S) = F. 
Hence, if C is an abelian subgroup of S of rank 4 then Q,(C) = F and 
C < C,(F) = A, . Thus (2) holds. 
(3.8) (1) NL(S) = ~LG(s)) = NIP’)- 
(2) NL(A1) = N,.(Z(S)) = (es> K,A, , (es) Kr is isomorphic to GU(3,2), 
and Kr acts irreducibly on Al/Z(S). 
(3) N,(A,) = N,(F) = (es) KzAz , A,/F is a natural module for K, g 
SL(2,4), and F is a natural module for K, g A, . Thus F+ decomposes, under 
the action fK, , into two orbits oflength 5 and 10. 
For convenience we set q(r,,) = (q(a) (01 E.P,} and ~~(0, r ,) = (~~(0, /3) /
/? Er,}. Then Z(XJ = x,(0, r ), i= 1,4. 
(3.9) The group L has precisely twoconjugacy classes of involutions and we 
can choose ~~(0, 1) and ~~(1) as their representatives. Mor over, C (x,(O, 1)) =
NdAd and C&(l)) = (ez>(~z(ro), v> 4 . 
Proof. See Thomas [18]. 
Let A = Aut(L). Then A is a semidirect product of L and (f), where f is 
the field automorphism of L induced by the automorphism: a. H ol of P (see 
Steinberg 1161). Thus x*((Y, /?)f = x,(Or, p)x,(~)f = q(E), (ej)f = e;’ fori = 1, 2, 
and f centralizes u andv. 
(3.10) (1) Every involution n (f )S - S is conjugate to f by an element 
of s. 
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Sp(4, 2). In addition, C,(f) is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofC,(f) and Q*(C,(j)) = 
Gl(f), Gt(f>>. 
(3) m((f>s) = 4. M oreover, ifE is an elementary abelian subgroup 
of (f)S of order 16 then either E = F or C&E) = E. 
(4) & n xc,(x)(=) # (x} for every involution x E A -L. 
Proof. (2) can be verified by direct omputations. We also have that he 
number of elements ofS which are inverted by f is 1 S : C,(f )I. Thus (1) holds. 
Let E be an elementary belian subgroup of(f)S of order at least 16. If E C S, 
then by (1) we may assume that f lies in E and so E < (f) C,(f ). Since 
1 C,,(f )I = 8, it then follows from (2) that E = (f) C,<(f) for i = 1 or 2 
and C,,,,(E) = E. Th is p roves (3). For (4), we may assume that x= f. Since 
CL(f)‘@ = C,(f)‘, [x,(0, l), x2(1)] = xs( 1) ~~(0, 1) lies in CL(f)(m). Puty = 
x3(w) ~~(1, w). Then we have fu = x3(1) ~~(0, 1)f. Thus (4) holds. 
(3.11) Set Xi* = {xj(~, /3) jo1~r,,,/3~r,ti=/3+fl}, j=l, 4. Then 
] XT I = 4 and the following conditions hold. 
(1) NdCA,(f )) = <ezW(Xl), u> A, and Nd(f > CAl(f )) = G(Xd, u> 
X,X,X$ with (Z(X,), u)s SL(2,2). 
(2) NdCAJf )) = (e~>(~,(~J, v> A, and Nd(f > CA,(f )) = h(r& v> 
*X,X,* with (x,(r,,), V) E SL(2, 2). 
(3) C,d(f >C,,(f )) = (f > C,<(f) and NA(<f >C,,(f ))/<f > CA<(f) is a 
split extension of an elementary belian group of order 8 by SL(2,2), for i= 1,2. 
Proof. Let Bi = CAi(f). Using (3.3) and (3.4) we have NL(B1) =
(e2>G(Xl), 4 A, and NAB,) = <e2>(x2(~,Jj 0) A2 . Since GG/Z(&)) n C(f) = 
*/Z(X,>, j= 1,4, and NL((f) Bi) = {x E N,(B,) I~-i~f E Bi}, (1) and (2) 
hold. Finally, (3.10) shows that Bi is a self-centralizing subgroup of C,(f). 
Thus (3) holds. 
(3.12) (1) C,(q) = CJeJ, i = 1,2. 
(2) C,(F) = (ez> A,, C,(A,/Z(S)) = A,, C,(A,/F) = 4, C@‘/F> = 
(ei2e2)S, andC,(S/S’) = S. 
(3) 02(NA(S)) = S and O,(N,(A,)) = Ai , i = 1, 2. 
Proof. These assertions can be verified by irect omputations. 
4. ~-LOCAL SUBGROUPS OF G 
Henceforth we shall assume the following hypothesis. 
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(4.1) Hypothesis. G is a group which contains a standard subgroup L 
isomorphic to PSU(5,2). Furthermore, C(L) has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup 
and LO(G) + G. 
The symbols defined inSection 3 for various objects ofthe group PSU(5,2) 
will retain their meaning for the remainder ofthe paper. Thus S is a Sylow 
a-subgroup ofL. 
Let t be an involution of C(L) and set H = C(t). Then L is a normal subgroup 
of H. Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of LC,(L) with S < R. We begin by studying 
the fusion of the involution t. 
(4.2) The following cond&im.s hold. 
(1) (t) ESyI,(C(L)). In particular, C,(L) = (t) O(H). 
(2) tN’F<t” = Ft. 
Proof. As t $Z*(G) by Hypothesis (4.1), there xists anelement g E G 
such that t # tQ E H by the Z*-theorem [5]. If tQ ELC,(L), then tg EL(~) 
since C,(L) has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. If tg$LC,(L), then (3.10)(4) implies 
that (tg)L n tK’,(tg)(m) # {tg>. Conjugating by g-i we have tG n tHtm) # {t}, 
and so tc n Lt # (t> since H@) = L. Thus in any case tc n F(t) # {t} by (3.9). 
Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup ofH containing R and set T = C,(L). Let B 
be a subgroup of Q such that 
(i) OI(Z(B)) iselementary belian oforder 25 and 
(ii) B/Z(B) is noncyclic. 
If E = SZ,(Z(B)) is not contained inR, then Co(E) = E by (3.10)(3), where 
Q denotes Q/T. This implies that C,(E) < ET and C,(E)/E is cyclic, contrary 
to (ii). Hence E < R. Thus E = F(t) by (3.7) and so B is a subgroup of 
C,(F(t)) = A,T by (3.12). It then follows that A,T is weakly closed inQ with 
respect toG, since SZ,(Z(A,T)) = F(t) and A,T satisfies ( ) and (ii). Therefore, 
(2.1) implies that each element of tG n F(t) is conjugate to t by an element of 
N(A,T). If 1 T 1 > 2 then N(A,T) < H since Z(A,T) = F x T and T is cyclic 
with t E T. This contradicts tG n F(t) # {t}. Thus T = (t) and (1) holds. 
In particular, 1 H/LO(H)/ < 4 and so t $ H’. On the other hand, xE CL(x)’ for 
every involution x of L. Thus tG n L = o and we obtain tC n F(t) = 
tN’F<t” < Ft 
Set X = N(F(t)) and d = tX. By (3.8), F# decomposes under the action 
of N,(F) into two orbits oflength 5 and 10. Hence / d 1 = 6, 11, or 16 by the 
above. As X/C(F(t)) is isomorphic toa subgroup of Aut(F(t)) z GL(5,2) 
and 11 does not divide the order of GL(5, 2), 1 d / # 11. Assume 
j d ( = 6. Since N,(F) acts irreducibly on F, d generates F(t) and C(d) = 
C(F(t)). Set X = X/C(F(t)) and consider the permutation group (1, d). By 
(3.12)(2) we have O,(C(F{t))) = A,(t). Set X0 = C,(A,(t)/F(t)). Then X/X, 
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is isomorphic $0 asubgroup of GL(4,2) since A,(t)/F{t) is elementary belian 
of order 16, and so 1 X/X0 ]a 6 9. Moreover, X0 n N,(F) = C&4,/F) = 
A,C,(L) by (3.12) and / X: A,C,(L)I = 1 d 1 . 1 N,(F) : A,C,(L)I isdivisible -- 
by 33 by (3.8). Hence X D X0 # 1 and X,, n N,(F) = 1. But this is impossible 
since the permutation group (1, d) is 2-transitive of degree 6 and NH(F) is the 
stabilizer of a point . Thus I d 1 = 16 and (2) holds. 
(4.3) DEFINITION. Let C, = O,(N(F(t))). 
(4.4) The following conditions hold. 
(1) N(F(t)) = N(A,(t)) = N&4,) C, < N&4,) and H n Co = A,(t). 
(2) C,/A,(t) z F as N,(A,)-modules. 
(3) [Co 3 O(ff)l = 1. 
Proof. Let X = N(F(t)) and X = X/C(F(t)). By (3.8)(3) and(4.2) we 
have a permutation group (X, Ft) which is primitive rank 3 with subdegree 1,
5, and 10. Moreover, I X I = 24 1 N,(F)/C,(F)I is equal to 26 * 3 . 5 or 2’ * 3 . 5. 
Note that (4.2) implies X D F. Set U = C,(F). If 7J = C(F(t)), then X is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(F) E GL(4,2). But GL(4,2) does not have 
a subgroup of order 26 . 3 * 5 or 2r * 3 * 5. In fact, a Sylow 2-subgroup of
GL(4,2) has order 26 and it is a Bore1 subgroup, and furthermore each maximal 
parabolic subgroup ofGL(4,2) has order 2 s.320r26.3.7. HenceXD u=# 1. 
As N,(F) n 0 = 1, it then follows that u is a regular normal subgroup of the 
permutation group (1, Ft). In particular, X = N,(F)U. Now, the map defined 
by ft-+ [z, t] = t”t for .1c E U is a NH(F)-isomorphism between 0 and F. By 
(3.12) and (4.2), C(F(t)) = C,(F) C,(L) is 2-closed with A,(t) the Sylow 
2-subgroup. Hence X = N(A,(t)). Inaddition, C(F(t))’ = A, x O(H)’ since 
[A, , e,] = A, . Thus A, is normal in X. 
Let X = X/A,(t) and V = C,(O(o)). Then Cz) = 0( 0) and 
V n N,(F) 3 K, . Since K, acts irreducibly on a z F and X D V, it follows 
that he subgroup n is contained in7. Hence U = (V n U) C(F(t)) and 
tT = C&0( 0)) 0( 8). Th us u = O,(u) O(8). As O,(N,(F)) = AZ(t) by 
(3.12) and X = N,,(F)U, weconclude that C, = O,(U) and U = C(F(t)) C, . 
Thus (1) and (2) hold. Finally, O(H) stabilizes the eries C,> A,(t) > I 
and (3) holds. 
(4.5) DEFINITION. Let D, = [C, , N,(A,)], Y = Z(D,,), and K = E(C(e,)). 
(4.6) The following conditions hold. 
(1) Co = Do(t) > D0 = A,Y and C,(t) = F. 
(2) Y is an elementary ubelian subgroup of K of order 28. 
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(3) l?&(t) = KS and Kr PSL(4,4) or PSU(4,2) x PSU(4,2). In the 
former case tacts on K as a graph-field automorphism andin the latter case t
interchanges th  components of K. 
Proof. Recall that K3 = (X8, u, o) s PSU(4,2). Let B = C(e,). Then 
Cc(t) = (ee> K&‘,(L) by (3.6) and (3.12). Thus K3 is a standard subgroup 
of B and (t) E SY~&‘B(K,)), so that a result of Gomi [8] applies. Since 
G(t) < &C&Q, (4.5) of L emma (6E) and Lemma (6F) in [8] show that 
Case (3) of the main theorem of [S] does not occur in B. Let U = Cc.,). 
Then C’s = A,U and A, n U = F by (4.4) and so t” = Ft by (4.2). Now 
X,F E Syla(KJ and F = J,.(X$), soF(t) corresponds to the subgroup denoted 
by B, in [8]. As N,(F(t)) D U, Case (1) of the main theorem of [8] does not 
occur in B. Thus (3) holds. Moreover, Lemma (6B) of [8] shows that 
O,(N,(F(t))) = U. It then follows from Lemmas (6D) and (6G) of [8] that 
N,(F(t)) has a normal elementary belian subgroup E,such that U = E&t) > 
E, > F. As A, a N(F(t)), AzEz is then a subgroup normalized by N,(F(t)) 
and C, = A,U = A,E,(t). Now K, < B n N,(A,) and A2E2/A, E F as 
K,-modules by(4.4)(2). H ence AzEz = [A,E, K.J = [C,, , K,]. Since N,(A,) =
(ea} KzAz , we conclude that AzEz = D, . 
We wish to show that E2 = Y. Since K, acts irreducibly on Az/F and 
A,uQ,, A,/F is contained inZ(D,/F) and so Ez 4 Do. In addition, 
Co,(e,) = E, since CA,(e,) = F = A, n E, . Thus [D, , e.J centralizes E  by 
[20, Lemma (2.4)]. As D, = [D,, , e,] E, and Z(A,) = F, we conclude that 
Y = E, . Finally, Y = [Y, K,] < K. The proof is complete. 
(4.7) N(Y(t)) = NH(A,)Y. 
Proof. (4.6) implies that g*(Y(t)) = {Y, F(t)}. Hence the assertion s a
consequence of (4.4). 
(4.8) DEFINITION. Let W = C,(S). 
(4.9) N@(R)) = N(A,(t)) = N(W(t)) = NH(A1)W d N(W), C,(t) =
Z(S), and 1 W 1 = 4. Furthermore, W is the center ofa Sylow 2-subgroup f K
which contains X,Y. 
Proof. Note that W = C,(X,) since [Y, AJ = 1. By (4.6) we have that 
Jr(Q) = Y and Z(Q) = C,(Q) f or each Sylow 2-subgroup Q of K containing 
XaY. Hence W > Z(Q) and 1 W 1 > 4. Also, C,(t) = Z(S) since C,(t) = F. 
Moreover, Y/F =F as NH(A,)-modules by (4.4)(2) and so 1 C,,,(X,)l = 
1 C,(Xs)]. Thus I WI = 4, and tW = .Z(S)t since tY = Ft. 
As the 2-rank of H is 5, tc n Y = O. Let X = N@(R)). Then X > W 
and t* = Z(S)t, so that NH(AI) = NH(Z(S)) is a normal subgroup of X of 
index 2and X = NH(AI)W. As Z(A,(t)) = Z(R), we get that X = N(A,(t)). 
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Since C,(A,) = Z(S) C,(L) by (3.12)(2), C&l,) = C&)W. This implies 
XD IV(t) since C&)W = O(H) x IV(t) by (4.4)(3) and X D A,. As 
&*(lV(t)) = (IV, Z(R)) and tc n W = ,@, we have X = N( W(t)) D W. 
(4.10) DEFINITION. Set D, = C(W) n O,(N(A, W(t)) n N(W)). Let V, be 
the preimage ofC,,,(S) in Y. 
(4.11) The following conditions hold. 
(1) W%WO) n WV = NH&%) D, , &l(t) = A, > P, 9 OWN = 1, 
and D, acts transitively on A,W(t)/ W - A,WIW. 
(2) D,/A,W z Al/Z(S) as N,(A,)-modules. 
(3) tvz = Z,(S)t, CYe(t) = Z,(S), and V,/X,W= Z,(S)/Z(S) asNH(S)- 
modules. 
(4) A,V, = D, n iV,(S)Y = iVD1(X3W(t)). 
-- 
Proof. Put N(W) = N( W)/W. We first prove (3). Let Q be a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of K containing XsY. Then by (4.6) and (4.9), J .(Q) = Y, Z(Q) = W, 
and Z(Q) = C,(Q). Note that vs = C,(X,) since [Y, A,] = 1, and so 
rz 3 Z(Q). Since tY = Ft and C,(t) = NY(W(t)) = FW, the map defined 
by i&t-+ [3i, %]for xE Y is a NH(S)- isomorphism of Y/F onto F. Thus Y/F s 
F/Z(S) as N,(S)-modules. Since (F/Z(S)) n C(X,) = Z,(S)/Z(S) has order 4, 
1 rs 1 < 16. Thus ra = Z(Q). This implies that Vz = z,(s) f. In particular, 
V, normalizes Z,(S) W(t) = X3W(t) and tvz < Ft n X3W(t) = Z,(S)t. 
Moreover, [Cv2(t), S] < W n S = Z(S) an so Cv2(t) ,(Z,(S). Since jV, 1 = d 
26, it then follows that Vz = Z,(S)t and C,z(t) = Z,(S). Now, the map defined -- 
by %I--+ [z, t] for xE V, induces a N,(S)-isomorphism of V,/Zs(S) onto Z,(S). 
Thus (3) holds. 
Set X = N(A, W(t)) n N(W) and U = C,(Ar). Then A,W = A,W(t) n 
C(W) 4 X, so ix < J1t and U Q X. Consider the map defined byx ++ [x, i] 
for xE U. This is a N,(A,)-homomorphism of U into x1 . By (4.9) C,(i) =
NH(A,)W, so (3.12) implies that C,(t) = A,WC,(L). Since V, normalizes 
X3W(t) and centralizes S, V, < U. Moreover, V, 6 C,(t) and NL(A1) acts 
irreducibly on x1 g Al/Z(S), so the above homomorphism is surjective. 
Therefore, t” = Ait = P, X = C,(t)U = NH(A,)U, and U/C,(t) s Al/Z(S) 
as N,(A,)-modules. A  C,(O(H)) O(H) contains C,(t) V, , the irreducible 
action of NL(A1) on U/C,(r) yields that U = C,(O(H)) O(H). Thus U = 
O,(U) x O(H). Hence X = NH(AI) O,(U), and as O,(iV,(A,)) = A,(t) by 
(3.12), we have O,(X) = O,(U) > A,V,(t). Since iVL(AI) acts irreducibly on 
O,(X)/A,W(t), his implies that O,(X) = Dl(t>. Thus (1) and (2) hold. 
For an element x E D, n NH(S)Y we have P E Aii n Fi = P’z. AsC,l(i) = 
A,W, it hen follows that D, n N,(S)Y = A,Vg . We also have ND1(X3(t)) = 
A,Vz, proving (4). 
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(4.12) DEFINITION. Let R, = RV2, R3 = O,(N(R,)), andDo = ND1(R,). 
(4.13) The following conditions hold. 
(1) R;=SW. 
(2) N(R,) = NH(S) R3 and C,#) = R. 
(3) RJR, = RYIR, x RDJR, . In particular, RJR is elementary belian 
of order 8. 
(4) D3/A1V2 g X,X,/Z,(S) and DJD, s AI/X,X* as N,(S)-modules. 
(5) 4=N~I(&W’W JI oreover, D, acts transitively on X,X, W(t)/ W - 
x,x,w/w. 
Proof. As V, normalizes SW and F(t), RW is a normal subgroup of R, 
of index 4. Since R,IS’V, is abelian, we have Ri < RW n SV, = SW and 
as~S’W:S’~=2,R~isequaltoS’WorS’.IfR~=SthenR,t>R. But 
V, does not normalize Z(R) by (4.9). Hence (1) holds. Then C,I(RL) = FV, 
since C,(S) = F and [V, , S] ,< [Y, A,] = 1. Moreover, R2/FV, s R/F 
implies that Z(R, mod FV,) = S Vs(t). Thus 
N(R,) < N(FVJ n N(SV2(t)) n N(S’V2). 
Let e2) = N(FV,)/FV,, X = N(R2), and U= C,(s). Then P < .I?i 
and U Q X. As &*(FV,(t)) ={FV2 ,F(t)}, N(FV&)) < N,(A,)Y by (4.4). 
Also, Y normalizes R, since 1YR : R, 1 = 2. Thus C,(f) = N,(S)Y. Define 
a N,(S)-homomorphism from U into s’ by x ++ [x, f]. (4.11)(4) shows that 
Cos(t) = A,V2 . Furthermore, A,V2 # D, since R, < RD, and R2 n D, = 
A,V, . Since N,(S) acts irreducibly on S’ g S/F and s’ is a normal subgroup 
of & , we have D, < U and the above homomorphism maps D, onto s’. Thus 
Pa = s”‘Z and D3/A1V2 g S/F z X,X,/Z,(S) asNH(S)-modules. In particular, 
ix = s’tl and X = C,(f) D, . Now C,(f) = C,(S’/F)Y is2-closed with RY = 
O,(C,(f)) by (3.12)(2). In addition, U = C,(f) D, D Co(t’) since C,(f) is the 
kernel of the above homomorphism. Thus O,(U) = RYD, D RY. As 
O,(N,(S)) = R by (3.12)(3), we conclude that R3 = RYD, . Since RD, n RY = 
R(D, n RY) = R, by (4.1 l)(4), (2) and (3) hold. 
As D, < N(A,W<t)), Q normalizes SV,(t> n A,W(t) = X3X4W{t). Let 
N(W) = N(W)/ W. By (4.9) and (4.1 I), CDI(i) = A, W and D, acts transitively 
on Jrt. Also, D, centralizes zI since A,W 4 D, and N,(A,) acts irreducibly 
on x1 . Now 1 D3/A1V2 1= 1 A,V2/A,W 1= 4, so D3 acts transitively on 
X&Z. Thus D3 = ND1(X3XdW(t)). Furthermore, theNH(A,)-isomorphism -- 
of D,/A, W onto Ar defined byA, Wx H [x, f] for xE D, maps D, onto X,X, . 
Hence DJD, z AI/X,X, as N,(S)-modules. Theproof is complete. 
(4.14) DEFINITION. Let D, = C(Y) n O,(N(C,,)) andS, = C,s(W). 
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(4.15) The followiq conditions hold. 
(1) VG,> = N,&%) 4 G ND,), &z(t) = A, 3 [D, , O(H)] = 1, and 
D, acts transitively on C,jY - DJY. 
(2) D,lD, s A.JF as N,(A,)-modules. 
(3) 6’*(RD,/C,,) = {Dz(t)/Co , RJC,,}. Inparticular, R, 4 RD, . 
(4) R, n R,” n D, = D, . 
(5) R, = S,(t) > S, = D,D, . 
Proof. (5) is a consequence of (4.13)(3). Since RY/Y is isomorphic to R/F 
and ] RY : R, ) = 2, (RY)’ f S’Y n R, = S’V, . On the other hand, (RY)’ 
contains SW by (4.13)(l). Hence, C,(S) = F implies C,,((RY)‘) = Y. Also, 
C’,,(Y) = D, since C,(F) = A, . Furthermore, (3.7)(4) implies &*(RY/Y) =
(A,Y(t)/Y, C /Y}. As A,Y(t) $ D, < C, , it follows that N(RY) < N(C,). 
We also have that N(C,) < N(D,) < N(Y) since Ql(D,) = Y is the unique 
elementary abelian subgroup of C,, of order 2* and D, = C,-JY). 
Let N(Y) = N(Y)/Y and X = N(C,,). By (4.13), R, < N(RY) and fR3 = J&t 
Moreover, N (A,) acts transitively on the nonidentity elements ofD,, for 
Q, = $ g AZ/F. Thus t;Y = nOf. (4.7) shows that C,(i) = N,(A,)Y. Hence 
Cx(C,,) = C’,(t) n C(&) = C,(A,/F)Y = O(H) x C, by (3.12) and (4.4)(3). 
Set 7J = C,(D,) and consider the a-transitive permutation group (X/C,(CJ, 
Q,t). If U = C,(C,,) then X/C,(C,,) is isomorphic to asubgroup of Aut(fS,) E 
GL(4,2). But 1 X/Cx(CO)l = 24 / Cx(~)/Cx(C,J = 2’ . 32 . 5 or 2’ . 32 * 5, 
whereas GL(4,2) does not have subgroups ofsuch orders, a contradiction. 
Hence U # C,(Cs). AsC,(t) = Cx(CO), itfollows that U/Cx(C,,) is aregular 
normal subgroup ofthe permutation group (X/Cx(C,,), rri t). ThusX = C,(t)U. 
Furthermore, themap defined byx ++ [x, Z] for xE U is a NH(A,)-homomor- 
phism of U onto D,, with kernel Cx(CO). Notice that O(H) = O(C,(C,J) isa 
normal subgroup of X. Then O(H) Cr(O(H)) contains U since C,(O(H)) > 
K2C,, and K2 acts irreducibly on U/Cx(cO) s A,/F. Thus U = O(H) x O,(U) 
and X = C,(t) O,(U). As O,(C,(t)) = C,, this implies that O,(X) = O,(U). 
Therefore, s tting C,= O,(X) we have 
(a) N(C,) = N&4,) C2 , [C2 , O(H)] = 1, and C2/Cor A2/Fas N&l,)- 
modules. 
In the proof of (4.13) wehave shown that S’V, is a normal subgroup of R, . 
Recall a so that R, < X. As NL(S) acts irreducibly on s’, C,(s’) contains R,. 
Moreover, asC, centralizes D,, it follows that Cr(S’) = C,(S’/F) C,. Now, 
C,(S’/F) C,is 2-closed with SC, the unique Sylow 2-subgroup by(3.12)(2). 
Thus Rs < SC, . Furthermore, R, n Cs Q R, and SC, n C2 9 C,(f) n C, = 
C,, . In addition, SC,, = RY 4 R, by (4.13). Hence R3/C0 = SC,,/C, x 
(R3 n C,)/C,, . Define a N,(A,)- isomorphism ofC,/C, onto fs, = J2 by 
Coxt+[x, i] for xE C,. As R, acts transitively on x48 and X4 = s’, this 
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NH(&)-isomorphism aps R3 A C,/C,, onto s’. Here note that N,(A,) 2 
<X, , v). As S = X,A, and SC,, = X,C,, the fact that E*(S/F) =
{X.$/F, AZ/F} implies that 
(b) S*(SG/Co> = WC, > C&oh 
Similarly, as s’ n 5”” = F, we have 
(c) R3 n R,” n C, = C,, .
In order to establish (4.15) we argue that C, = D2(t). Set Q = S, n C, . 
Then R, n C, = Q(t> > D, by (5), and thus Q/DO E R, n C&2, s S/F as 
iVL(S)-modules by the above. Also, DO/Y G AZ/F. Hence C,(e,) = Y. Then 
as Y 4 Q, [Q, e,] centralizes Y by Lemma (2.4) of PO], and Q = Co(e,)[Q, e.J 
lies in C(Y). Thus D, > 88”. S ince Q n Q* = D, by (c), the order considera- 
tion gives that C, = Dz(t) > D, = Qp. Now (4.15) follows from (a), (b), 
and (c). 
(4.16) DEFINITION. Let M = C,l(e,) and F’s = Z(S, mod Y). 
(4.17) The following conditions hold. 
(1) MY is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. Furthermore, Z(MY) = W, 
Z,(MY) = V, , J,(MY) = Y, and ],(MY/W) = M/W. 
(2) 0; = Wand &*(Dl(t)/W) = {A,W(t)/W, 0 /W}. 
(3) 06 = Y, &‘*(D,(t)/Y) = {C,,/Y, D,/Y}, and D,/Y = V,/Y x Vsv/Y. 
(4) D,Y/Vs = DJV, x Y/V,. 
(5) J,(D,Y/W) = G/w 
(6) S, = SV, , S n V, = S’, and / V, ( = 212. 
(7) V, = [D, , e.JY = D,Y n D, and Vj, = W. 
(8) D, = X2(4 nD2). 
Proof. By (4.11)(2), (D /A,W) n C(e,) has order 16 and e, acts fixed-point- 
freely on D,/A,W. Hence 1 M 1 = 21° and C,(e,e,) = W. As D, n Y = V, 
by (4.11)(4), j MY 1 = 212. Moreover, M = [M, ele.J W < K since ,e, EK3 . 
Notice that C,(e,) = X,F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K3 and that X8 < 
FM n X,Y. If K E PSU(4,2) x PSU(4,2), then t interchanges the compo- 
nents of K and so there xists a unique (t>-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup Q of K 
which contains X,F. Certainly, Q contains FM and X,Y. Thus we get that 
Q = MY. If K E PSL(4,4), take Q so that X,Y < Q E SyI,(K). Then 
Z(Q) = W by (4.9) and for each Sylow 2-subgroup IQ0 of C,(W) different 
from Q we have that Q n Q,,/ W is elementary abelian. Since FM is a 2-subgroup 
of C,(W) containing X.$ and since X$W/W is nonabelian, this implies 
Q 2 FM. Hence Q = MY. Thus in either case MY is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
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-- 
of K. In particular, ],(MY) = Y and Z(MY) = W. Let iV( W) = N(W)/ W 
Then Z(m) is a subgroup of 7 of order 16. As A, centralizes Y, rs = C,(xa) 
by the definition of V, . Since 1 Vz 1 = 16, this yields that Z,(MY) = V, . By 
(4.13), e, centralizes D1/D3 , so [Dl , e,] = [D, , e.J and D, = [D, , e,]M. 
Since D3 < SD, and S n D, = A, by (4.15), [D3 , eJ < D, . Therefore, 
.Z(D,) 2 Va . Since Z(D,) 3 Ji and NL(AI) acts irreducibly on D,/A,W by 
(4.11)(2), we conclude that Di is elementary abelian. In particular, M/W is 
elementary abelian of order 28. It then follows from the structure ofK that 
J,(MY/ W) = M/W, and (1) holds. 
As A; = Z(S), 0; is equal to W or Z(S). If 0; = Z(S), then V, normalizes 
A,A,(t) = R since V, < N(A,(t)) by (4.4). But V, 4 N@(R)), a contra- 
diction. Thus 0; = W. (4.9) implies that Col(t) = ND1(W(t)) = A,W. Hence 
--_ 
8*(&(f)) = (A,W(t), &} and (2) holds. 
Since D, = D,M and D, < SD, , D, normalizes Y. As 1 D,Y : FD, 1 = 
/FD,:D,I =2, we have [D,Y, e,] = [D,Y, e, , e,] < D, . Furthermore, 
[is, zl] = Dl by (4.1 l)(2). Th us D1 = [D,Y, &I. This implies that D, is 
normal in D,Y. As D, A Y = V, by (4.11)(4), (4)holds. 
It follows from (4.13)(4) that CDl(e,) = X,V, . As 0,/V, is abelian, we have 
Let U=[D,,e,]Yandz)=N(Y)/Y.ThenD,=& x OandI Uj =212 
since D, n Y = V, . By (4.15) S, is a subgroup of SD, and e, centralizes 
SD,lD, so U < Ss n D, . Moreover, S, = S(S, n D,) = D,Y(S, n D,) and 
I S, n D, : D, I = 4. Therefore, comparing orders we get that U = D,Y n 
Ss n D, = D,Y n D, . Since D, D D, and N,(A,) acts irreducibly on D, , 
Z(DJ contains DO . As Ss = D,D, and Ds is abelian, itfollows that 0 < Z($). 
Furthermore, I S, : SY 1 = 4, so that / ,?‘(&)I < 16 since the center of S g S/F 
is of order 4. Thus 0 = Z(S,) = vs. Hence, we have V, = [D, , e,]Y =
D,Y n D, and I V, 1 = 212. Now, D, = X,V, and so S, = SV, . Thus (6) 
holds. 
Since D, < N(A,W{t)) and D, < N(C,,), D n D, normalizes A,W(t) n Co = 
X3X4W(t). Hence D, n D, < D, by (5.13)(5). Then, as [D, , e,] V, ,< D, n D,, 
(8) holds. 
We have V, = (D3 n DJY = (Dl n DJY = D,Y n D, . Thus for the 
proof of (7) it is enough to show that Vi = W. Since V, is a central product 
of D, n D, and Y, Z(S) < VJ < W. Suppose Vi = Z(S). Then S’ is normal 
in V, . Since CAB(S) = F, V, then normalizes CcO(S’) = Y(t). This, however, 
conflicts with (4.7). Therefore, VA = Wand (7) holds. 
Let DIY = D,Y/ W. Then D, n D, < Z(&P). Moreover, D, = (Dl n DJM 
--. 
by (8) and so D,Y is a central product of &-ii& and MY. As J,(m) = m 
by (I), this proves (5). 
Since D, normalizes S, by (4.15)(3), V,u D, . Now, (4.15)(4) implies 
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V, n V,q < D, . Furthermore, V, n Do/Y is a subgroup ofZ(SY/Y) = S’Y/Y. 
Thus Vs n Vae < S’Y n (S’Y)* = Y. Comparing orders we see that D,/Y = 
V,/Y x V,*/Y. In particular, D,/Yis elementary abelian. Since DL contains 
Ai = F and Vi = W, we get 0; = Y. By (4.7), C p(tl) = NDp(Y(t)) = Do 
where e) = N(Y)/Y. Therefore, S*(d,(tl)) = {CO, &.) and (3) holds. 
(4.18) The following conditions hold. 
(1) C&s) = Y. 
(2) N(D,(t)) = N&4,) Di, i = 1,2. 
(3) N(V&>) = NH(S) v3 * 
Proof. Since W < (Dl(t))’ < A,W and N,(A,) acts irreducibly on A,W/ W, 
(Dl(t))’ is equal to W or A,W. As Z(A,W) = W, it then follows from (4.17)(2) 
that N(D,(t)) normalizes both W and A,W(t). Thus N(D,(t>) = N&II) D, 
by (4.11). Similarly, Y < (Dz(t))’ < D, and N,(A,) acts irreducibly on Do/Y, 
so that (Dz(t))’ is equal to Y or Do . Since Z(D,) = Y, (4.17)(3) and(4.15) 
imply that N(D,(t)) = N&l,) D, . Let NT) = N(Y)/Y. Recall that Cs8(s)) 
contains Y.Suppose (1) is false. Then Z centralizes somenonidentity element 
- 
of Cs3(s)) and so C,s(S’) n N(Y(t)) # Y. However, H n S, = S and 
C,(S’) = F, so that Cs3(S’) n N(Y(t)) = Y by (4.7). This contradiction 
proves (1). -- 
As Vj = W and (Y(t))’ = F, ( V3(t))’ contains FW. Let N(W) = N( W)/W. 
By (4.13)(5) and(4.17)(S), D, n D, 
- -- 
acts transitively on X3X4t. Hence (V&t))’ 
contains X,X,FW = S’ W. Furthermore, iii < R2 n V, = S’V, , so (V&t)) < 
S’V, . Thus (1) h s ows that V&t) n C((V3(t))‘) = Y. As H n V, = S’, 
C,(E) = S’Y by (4.7) and hence &*(V,(t)/Y) = {V,/Y, S’Y(t)/Y}. Similarly, 
as WW)) = N&W+‘, 
Vi 
we have CVs(t) = S’W and b*(V,(t)/W) = 
{V,/ W, S’ W(t)/W}. Since = W, it follows that NH(S) V, < N( V&t)) < X, 
where we set X = N(S’W{t))n N(W). Now SW = SW(t) n C(W) is 
normal in X. Moreover, 1 V, : C,(i)/ = 25. Hence V, acts transitively on S’f 
and X = C,(i) V, . Since C,(f) = N,( W(t)) = NH(S)W, this proves (3). 
(4.19) DEFINITION. Let P = C(W) n O,(N(RJ). 
(4.20) N(R,) = N,(S)P D P = DID,, C,,(t) = S, and P/S, g S/S’ as 
NH(S)-modules. 
Proof. Let NT) = N(Y)/Y. Then & is a central product of 3 and pa 
with s n r3 = s’. By (4.7), Z(R, mod Y) Q N,*(Y(t)) = RY, hence Z(&) = 
s’. Now A,F/F and As/F are lements of&(S/F), so A1pa and Aspa are lements 
of &(??a) with order 26. Let fi be an abelian subgroup of& not contained in .!?, . 
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Then l?s = &s and / 8: 3, n & j = 2. Since (,‘?a n B) ra is an abelian sub- 
group of J!$, its order is less than or equal to 2s. Moreover, f)n va is a sub- 
group of 2(&J. Thus 1 #a n B 1 < 24 and 1 B [ < 25. This implies &(a,) = 
&(&) and j,-,(&) = & . As S’ W < R; < R, n Vs = SV, , (4.18)(l) yields 
that CR3(Ri) = Y. Therefore, w  have N(R,) < N(Y) n N(S,) < N(V,). 
Let N(Va) = N(V,)/V, , X = N(R,), and U = C,(&). Now, RD, < RD, 
implies D3< Nol(RD,), sothat D, in fact normalizes RD3 since N,(S) acts 
irreducibly on DJD, . Hence D, normalizes R,= RD,Y. By (3.7)(4), 
S*(S,/Y) = {A,Va/Y, A Va/Y) and so D, normalizes A,Va and A,Ys since 
A,Va < D,Y 3 A,V, . Likewise D,normalizes A,I/, and A,V, as well. Hence 
U contains D, and D, , for NL(S) acts irreducibly both on a1 and on & . 
Consider the N,(S)-homomorphism of U into ,!?a defined byx H [x, 61. By 
(4.18) C,(t) = NH(S) R, . In addition, & z S/S and C,(S/S) = C&)S 
by (3.12)(2). Thusthe kernel of this homomorphism is C,(L) R3 . (4.1 l)(l) 
and (4.15)(l) show that Di acts transitively on Aif, i= 1,2. Hence the homo- 
morphism aps Di onto & and so is surjective. Thisimplies that U = 
C,(f) D,D, and P = $t. Since O(H) centralizes D, and D, and R, is a sub- 
group of RD, , we have U = O,(U) x O(H) with O,(U) = D,D,R. Further- 
more, X = C,(I)U = NH(S) O,(U). As O,(N,(S)) = R, we conclude that 
O,(X) = O,(U). Finally, W centralizes D, and D, but not t, so P = DID, . 
The proof is complete. 
(4.21) Z(P) = W, Z,(P) = V, , Z(P mod Y) = V, , and C,(V,) = D, . 
Proof. Assume that C,(S) > W. Then t centralizes some nonidentity 
element of C,(S)/W, so C,(S) n N( W(t)) > W. This, however, conflicts 
with (4.9). There ore, f C,(S) = W and Z(P) = W. By (4.11)(3), V, acts tran- 
sitively on Z,(S)t and b*( Vz(t)) = {V, , Z,(S)(t)}. Setting X = N(V&t)) we 
have tX = Z,(S)t and X = Cx(t) V, = NH(S) V, . Now, Z,(P) contains V,. 
Since C,(SW/ W) n X = Cs(SW/ W) V, = Z,(S) V, = V, , it follows that 
C,(SW/W) = v, and Z,(P) = V, . Similarly, (4.18)(3) yields that C,(SYjY) n
N(V3{t)) = C,(SY/Y) V, = S’V, = V, , and hence Z(P/Y) = V,/Y. Also, 
C,(V,) n N(D,(t)) = C,(Z,(S)) D, = D, by (4.18)(2) andwe have C,(VJ = 
D, . The proof is complete. 
(4.22) DEFINITION. Let Ns = E(N(D.J mod D,). 
(4.23) N, = (P, Pv) = (MY, v) D, and P is a Sylow 2-subgroup f Nz . 
Furthermore, NJD, is isomorphic to SL(2,4) x SL(2,4) and t interchanges th  
components of N,,D, .
Proof. By (4.6) and (4.17)(l) we have N,(Y)’ = (MY, v) = (M, M”)Y, 
N,(Y)‘/Y g SL(2,4) x SL(2,4), and t interchanges thecomponents of 
N,(Y)‘/Y. Let X = N(D,) and I= X/D,. Then C,(t) = N,(A,) E
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~&%)I4 by (4.18). H ence, I& is a standard subgroup of x isomorphic to 
SL(2,4) and (i) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C&J. Now 21 is elementary belian 
of order 16 and furthermore SDJD, s S/A, and P/SD, s D,lD, g S/A, as 
NL(S)-modules. Since ,e, E K, n NL(S), we get that P = [p, E$?J < (Kzx). 
Then a result ofGriess, Mason, and Seitz [12], together with Lemmas (2.9) 
and (2.10) of[20], hs ows that flz = (Kzx) and & is isomorphic to SL(2, 16) or 
SL(2,4) x SL(2,4). M oreover, N, contains NK( Y)’ and NK(y)’ c Nx( Y)‘/Y. 
Thus N, = N,(Y)’ D, and (4.23) holds. 
(4.24) There exists a subgroup N3 such that N,/Y = NJY x Nst/Y. In 
particular, NJY is isomorphic to (N,/Y) n C(t) g N,(A,)‘/F. 
Proof. As in the proof of (4.23) we can write N&Y)‘/Y = N/Y x Nt/Y 
with N/Y g SL(2,4). Set l3 = D& and Q = B n P. Then N,/D, = 
B/D, x Bt/D, and B/D, z SL(2,4). Let N(Y) = N(Y)/Y. Then Z(p) = vs , 
i& = ra x vzV by (4.17)(3), and C,,(&) = D, since N,/D, has no proper 
(t)-invariant normal subgroups. It then follows that Ds >, Z($) > vs and 
Z(w) = Z(Q) n Z(&pt # l.H ence Z(Q) # ra and Z(B) = Z(Q) n Z(Q)v #
1. Since Bt/D, acts nontrivially on Z(B), [4, Lemma (4B)] implies 1 Z(B)1 = 16. -- 
Thus B is a direct product of Z(B)“N and Z(B). Setting N3= B’, we get 
Nz/Y = N,/Y x N2/Y. Finally, from (4.7) it follows that is, n C(t) =
A&( YW)/Y = N,(4) Y/Y & N&V/F. 
(4.25) N(P) = N(DJ n N(D,). 
Proof. By (4.17)(3) and(4.21) wehave N(P) < N(D,) < N(Y). Moreover, 
it follows from (4.24) that P/Y has a unique lementary abelian subgroup of 
order 2s whose intersection w thD,lY is equal to Z(P/Y). Since D,Y/Y is 
elementary abelian oforder 2* and D,Y n D, = V, , this implies that N(P) < 
N(D,Y). Thus N(P) < N(D,) by (4.17)(5). 
(4.26) N(P(t)) = N,(S)P. In particular, if H = LC,(L) then P(t) is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup f G. 
Proof. Let N(W) = N(W)/W. By (4.1 l), D, acts transitively on AIt‘, so
[ir, , i] = JI . Hence we have (Dl(t))’ = A,W. Similarly, (4.15)(l) and 
(4.17)(3) show that (Dz<t))’ = D, . So (P(t))’ contains A,WD,, = SY. If 
(P(t))’ = SY, then (RD,)’ ,< SY n Dz(t) = D, , which contradicts (4.15)(3). 
Hence (P(t>)’ > SY. Moreover, (P(t))’ < R3 n P = S, and SJSYr 
D3/AlVz s S/F as NL(S) -modules by (4.13)(4). Thus we conclude that 
(P(t))’ = S, . As S; is contained inR, n V, = S’V, , (4.18)(l) yields that 
C,,(Si) = Y. Therefore, V3 is a characteristic subgroup ofP(t) by the definition 
of V, . Since P/V, is a direct product ofDlY/V3 and DJV, and so is elementary 
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abelian, and since CP(Va(t)/V3) = NP(Vs(3(t)) = Ssby (4.18)(3), it follows that 
~*(WWs) = V’P, 9 WV,). H ence N(P(t)) = iV,(S)P by (4.20). The 
proof is complete. 
5. THE CASE K g PSL(4,4) AND H # LC,(L) 
In this ection weassume the following hypothesis. 
(5.1) Hypothesis. KG PSL(4,4) and H #L&(L). 
We will show 
(5.2) E(G) z PSL(5,4). 
Proof. By our hypothesis H/C,(L) is isomorphic toAut(PSU(5, 2)), so 
H/C,(L) has a subgroup B/C,(L) of order 2 which acts on L as a field auto- 
morphism and normalizes both S and (es}. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup ofB. 
Then 1 T 1 = 4 and T normalizes S and (ez). In particular, T acts on K. If T 
is cyclic, then t E KC(K) since Out(PSL(4,4)) is elementary abelian, which 
contradicts (4.6)(3). Thus we can write T = (t, b) for some involution b, so 
that H = (b) LC,(L) and b acts on L as a field automorphism. Now CK(2) =
Ks E PSU(4,2) and CK,(b) g Sp(4, 2), so K n T = 1 and KT is isomorphic 
to Aut(PSL(4,4)). Moreover, 1 Sp(4,2)/ does. not divide /Sp(4,4) n C(d)/ 
where d is a transvection of Sp(4,4). Thus by (2.4) one of the following two 
cases occurs: 
(i) b acts on K as a field automorphism and tb acts on K as a graph 
automorphism. 
(ii) b acts on K as a graph automorphism and tb acts on K as a field 
automorphism. 
Set a = tb if in Case (i) and a = b if in Case (ii). 
Let D be an elementary abelian subgroup of ST of order 25. As the rank 
of ST/(t) is 4, t E D. If D < S(t), then D = F(t) and N,(D)/C(D) isa sym- 
metric group of degree 5. If D $ S(t) then D n 5% # @. By (3.10)(l) every 
involution of Sb is conjugate to bin S(b), so transforming D byan element ofS 
if necessary, we may assume that bE D. Moreover, (3.10)(2) implies that C,(b) 
has precisely twomaximal elementary abelian subgroups B, and B, , each of 
which is of order 8. Hence D = B,T or B,T. Then N,(D) = N,(D) TC,&D) 
and (3.11) shows that N,(D)/C(D) is isomorphic to asemidirect product of an 
elementary abelian group of order 8and SL(2, 2). On the other hand, ta acts 
on K as a field automorphism and C,(tu) s SL(4,2). Thus C,(tu)(tu) hasa 
self-centralizing elementary abelian subgroup A of order 25 such that 
C,(tu)(tu) n N(A)/A g SL(2,2) x SL(2,2). Hence C(tu) n N(A)/C(A) in- 
volves SL(2,2) x SL(2,2). Consequently,  andta are not conjugate in G. 
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Let X = C(a) and X = X/(a). Th en the above implies C,(f) = Cz(t). 
Since H = (a)LCH(L) an d a induces a field automorphism of L, it follows that 
Cx(f) = C,(u) x (f) x O(C’(r)) with C,(a) E Sp(4,2). Now C,(u) s Sp(4,4) 
by the definition of a and t acts on C,(u) as a field automorphism. Moreover, 
as CK(t) <L, C,(u) n C(f) = C,(u) n Cz(t) < C,(u). Therefore, applying [8, 
Lemma (IP)] to X, we have E(X) z Sp(4,4) and C&E(x)) = O(X). Since 
the Schur multiplier of Sp(4,4) is t rivial, this yields that E(X) s Sp(4,4) and 
Cx(-W)) = <a> O(X)- H ence, E(X) is a standard subgroup of G and (a) is 
a Sylow 2-subgroup ofC(E(X)). Therefore, [7]shows that E(G) g PSL(5,4). 
The proof is complete. 
6. THE CASE K g PSL(4,4) AND H = LC,(L) 
In this ection weargue under the following hypothesis. 
(6.1) Hypothesis. Kg PSL(4,4) and H = LC,(L). 
By (4.6), N (Y) h as a subgroup L, such that NK(Y)’ = (L, x Lzt)Y and 
L, s SL(2,4). In view of the proof of (4.24) we may assume that L, < N3 . 
Then Ns = L,O,(iV,) andD, = O&V,) O,(N$. 
(6.2) DEFINITION. Let L, be as above. Set Q = L, n P, B = O&V,), and 
U = P, 4 n C(Q). 
(6.3) The following conditions hold. 
(1) B = [B, e.J x Y is elementary ubelian of order 212. 
(2) [B, e,] is a natural module fat L, z SL(2,4) and &*(Q[B, eJ) = 
(QU, [B, e2]}. Moreover, L2t centralizes [B, J. 
(3) 6*(D,) = {B, B$}. 
(4) D, = QUQWV,. 
Proof. By (4.24), L,tcentralizes B/Y.Let I be a complement ofQ in NL,(Q). 
Then It acts fixed-point-freely on Y, soB = C,(F) x Y. This implies that B
is elementary abelian. Now, e, normalizes B ince (L2D2)’ = N3. As e, acts 
fixed-point-freely on D,lY, we have [B/Y, e,] = B/Y and (1) holds. AsNJY E 
N,(A,)‘/F by (4.24), (2) holds. 
If h is an element of Bt - Y, then N3 D C,(h) since Na centralizes Bt/Y. 
As Y = Z(D,) and N3 acts irreducibly on B/Y, we must have C,(h) = Y. 
Hence (3) follows from [20, Lemma (2.1)]. 
As P/Y = QB/Y x QtBt/Y, (2) and (4.21) imply V, = UWY. Then, 
since V, < D,Y by (4.17)(7), U = [U, e,] < [V, , e2] < D, . Comparing 
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orders, we have that D, n D, = UUtV, . Furthermore, ea acts fixed-point- 
freely onP/D,Y and so Q < D,Y. Hence QQtUUtV, < D,Y. Since V, = 
Z(P mod W) by (4.21) and D,/W is elementary abelian, itfollows that 
QQtUUtV,/ W is elementary abelian oforder 2la. Thus (4) is a consequence of 
(4.17)(5). 
(6.4) DEFINITION. Let Nr = E(iV(D,) mod DJ. 
(6.5) Nl = (P, P”) and N,/D, z SL(3,4). 
Proof. Let V = N(D,) n C(W). Then P is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofV by - - 
(4.26). Let N(D,) = N(D,)/D, . By (6.3), g*(P) = (B, Bt) and B is of order 16. 
Since C,(W)’ = (MY, u) and (MY, u)/Mr SL(2,4) by (4.17)(l), 7 > 
(MY, 3) gg SL(2,4). 
Suppose B is strongly closed in P with respect to;i;i and set X = (BP). 
Then a result ofGoldschmidt [6] and the structure of P show that X/O(X) = 
0,(X/O(X)) E(X/O(X)) and each component of X/O(X) has abelian Sylow 
2-subgroups. If E(X/O(X)) = 1, then BO(V) Q 7. As P = Bt, this implies 
that r is solvable of2-length one, a contradiction. Hence E(X/O(X)) # 1. 
Now, E( V/0( 8)) is a product of E(XO(V)/O(P)) and E(XO(V)/O(V))t and
pO(r;‘)/O( v) is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofO,( v/0( r;i)) x E(v/O( 8)), so that 
1 Z(P)1 > 4. But Z(P) = B n Bt = P has order 4. This contradiction implies 
that B is not strongly closed inP with respect tor. Thus by [7, Lemma (lH)], 
02’(V) O( Q/0( q g PSL(3,4). 
Set A = 02’(r). Then A is perfect and J/O(A) e PSL(3,4). Since H = 
W’,(L), (4.18) yields that C,(t) = N(D,(t)) n C(W) = NL(A1) D,O(H). As 
iV,.(Ar) contains Kr= (X1, u) z SU(3,2), A > X1 s SU(3,2). From (2.4) 
it follows that facts on A/O(A) as a graph-field automorphism and (x/O(A)) n 
C(d) = C,(t) O(A)/O(A) g PSU(3,2). Therefore, Xr n O(A) = Z(if,), and 
X1 stabilizes th  series O(A) n C(t) > 2(X,) > 1, for X1 4 Cp(r) and 2 d 8. 
Hence X1 in fact centralizes O(A)n C(f). Now, [Y, i] = Z(Xr) < i?r .Applying 
Lemma (1 J) of [7] to x((t), we have that [O(A), [Y, t]] = 1. In particular, 
C~(0(2)) > [Y, i] and so 2 = CA(O(A)) O(x). Since A is perfect, this implies 
O(A) = Z(A). In view of the Schur multiplier of PSL(3,4), weconclude that 
A g SL(3,4). 
By (4.17)(2), V Q N(D,) and as P(t) E Syl,(N(D,)), we have N,/D, = d 
Finally, C (i) = NP(Dl(t)) = SD, and S n S” = A,, so P n P” = D, . 
Thus iV1 = (P, P”). 
(6.6) DEFINITION. By (2.5) and (4.17)(l) there are two subgroups A, and 
M0 of M which satisfy the following four conditions. 
(1) d*(M) = M, 9 49 u Wfog, V2g I g E ~,(MN. 
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(2) ]A,,j = lM,,] =2a,M=&l,t,A,nA,t= W,andA,nM,=W. 
(3) All 4 NdM). 
(4) n/r, 4 N,(M)’ and MO/W is a natural module for N,(M)‘/1Ms 
SL(2,4). 
Note that N,(M) = (MY, u) and that (4) implies 1 n/r, n V,.W j = 4 since 
Z(MY/W) = V,/W. As L, normalizes either A,or AOt by the definition of L,, 
we may assume that 
(5) Lst normalizes A, .
Then, both A, n Y and Y/A, n Y are natural modules for L,t z SL(2,4). 
Furthermore, t acts on the set {MsgI gE N,(M)}, which consists of odd number 
of elements. So t normalizes some M ag. Replace M# by M, . Then we have 
(6) M; = M,,. 
Finally, set A = UA, . 
(6.7) The following conditions hold. 
(1) A = QU(A, n Y) is elementary belian oforder 2*, D, = AAt, and 
An At = W. 
(2) WI ,L,t) < N(A). 
(3) &*(P/Y) = {D,Y/Y, D,/Y, ABt/Y, AtB/Y) and B*(D,Y/W) =
P,lW, VdV. 
Proof. By (6.3)(4), we have [D r , ea] < UUt W and M = QQtV, . Hence 
MY centralizes [Dl , e.J and so it follows that (MY, u) = (MY, YU) centralizes 
[Dl , ea]. Inparticular, A = U x A, since U < [Dl , e.J. 
Let w be an involution n Lat - N(Qt). Then M n Mw = A,, and as w 
centralizes Q, we have A, = Q(A,, n Y) and (1) holds. (6.6)(5) implies that 
Lzt normalizes A. By the above (MY, u) centralizes U and so it normalizes A. 
By (6.3)(2), [BeJ normalizes QU, so B normalizes A. In addition, D, D A 
since DJ W is abelian. Moreover, N3= (L, , B n D, , Y) and so Nat normalizes 
A. Therefore, P = D,BBt D A and (2) holds. The first part of (3) is a conse- 
quence of (4.24), (6.3), and (1). Since b*(MY/W) = {M/W, Y/W} and 
D, = (Dl n D,)M, the second part of (3) follows from (4.17). 
(6.8) DEFINITION. Let L, = CN,(e,) and L, = (NL,(C,(e,)“))‘W. 
(6.9) The following conditions hold. 
(1) Nl =L,D, andL, n D, = W. 
(2) O,(L,) = C,(e$ has order 26, L,/O,(L,) E SL(2, 4), and C,(e,) = 
C&d G(Q E %4&). 
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(3) L, normalizes Bt and centralizes A n Y. Moreover, both (A n B)t/W 
and A/A n Y are natural modules for L,/O,(L,,) s SL(2,4). 
(4) L, acts transitively on (A/W)# and (L, , Lzt) acts transitively on A#.
Proof. By (4.1 I), CDl(e,) = W. M oreover, e, centralizes PID,Y and D,Y/D, 
so [P, e,] < D, . Thus (6.5) implies (1). By (6.3)(3), e, normalizes B and so 
C,(e,) = CDa(e,) = C,(e,) C,(eJ. As C,(e,) isa Sylow 2-subgroup ofL, and 
L,/We SL(3,4), itfollows that &*(C,(e,)/W) = (C,(e,)/W, C,(e,)“/W> and 
N,l(C,(e,)t)/ W is a maximal 2-local subgroup of L,/ W. Thus (2) holds. 
Let T=[B,e,].As[T,e,]<[P,e,]<D,andC,(e,)nD,<TnW=l, 
[T, e,] = T n D, = U. Then (6.3)(2) implies Cou(Cz(eJ) = U. Since Cs(e,) = 
C,(e,) C,(e,) by (6.3)(l), it f 11 o ows from (6.7)(l) that C,(C,(e,)) = A n B, 
which is normalized byL,t. Since AtB = At(A n B) C,(e,), Lot normalizes 
AtB as well. We have B = AtB n C(A n B) by (6.3)(3), and soL,t normalizes B. 
Now A n Bt = A n Y, on which L, acts. AsC,(e,) centralizes Y, (2) implies 
thatl, centralizes A n Y. As C,(e,) = C,(e,) C,(e,), (A/A n Y) n C(C,(e,)) = 
U(A n Y)/A n Y by (6.3)(2). H ence (2.3) shows that A/A n Y is a natural 
module for L,/O,(L,) z SL(2, 4). Similarly, L,/O,(L,) acts on (A’n B)t/ W and 
C,,(e,) centralizes (A n Y)“/ W. If C,( ei) centralizes (A n B)t/ W, then (A n B)t < 
Z(P mod W) since P = D,Cp(el) and D,lW is abelian. But this conflicts with 
(4.21). Thus (A n B)t/W is a natural module for L,/O,(L,) E SL(2,4) and (3) 
holds. Inparticular, L, acts transitively on (A/A n Y)+ and L,t acts transitively 
on (A n B/ W)#, so that he first part of (4) holds. As Lzt acts transitively on 
(A n Y)#, the second part of (4) holds. 
(6.10) DEFINITION. Let G,, = 02(G). 
(6.11) P is a Sylow 2-subgroup f G,, .
Proof. Let x be an involution of P. We argue that he 2-rank of C(x) is 
greater than or equal to 8. Indeed, N,/D, s SL(3,4) has only one conjugacy 
class of involutions, so we may assume xE D,Y. Then x ED, u V, by (6.7), 
and as [P’s , Y] = 1, we assume xE D, - A. Since L, acts transitively on the 
nonidentity elements ofD,/A s At/W by (6.9)(4), we may assume xE AV, . 
Now AVz = A,Vz x U and d*(A,V.J = (A,, V,}. Thus x EA u VaU, and 
we conclude that m(C(x)) 3 8. In particular, tG n P = o since m(C(t)) = 5. 
As P(t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofG, (6.11) follows bythe Thompson transfer 
lemma. 
(6.12) Jr(P) = D, and B is weakly closed inP with respect to G, . 
Proof. Let E be an elementary abelian subgroup of P of order at least 2i2. 
We wish to show that E = B or Bt. If E < D,Y, then E lies in V, or D, by 
(6.7)(3). As V, is nonabelian oforder 212, we have E < D, . But then 
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j D, : A, 1 = 27 implies 1 E n A, 1 2 25, which is a contradiction. Thus 
E$DIY.SupposeBt#E,<ABtandtakexEE-Bt.AsAnBt=AnY, 
(6.9) shows that L, acts transitively on (ABt/Bt)#, and so x0 E (A n B) Bt - Bt 
for someg EL,, . Then Es n D, < C(xg) n D, = B by (6.3)(3). Now ABt n B = 
(ABt n D,) n B = (A n B)Y has order 21°, and j ABt: ABt n D, 1 = 4 
implies 1 Eg n D, 1 3 2lO. Hence we have Eg n D, = (A n B)Y. But then 
Eg < C,(Y) = D, by (4.21), a contradiction. Thus E $ ABt implies E = Bt. 
By symmetry, if E < AtB then E = B. Therefore, (6.3)(3) and (6.7)(3) yield 
that E = B or Bt as required. It then follows that Jr(P) = BBt = D, since 
C,(B) = B. As N,o(P) acts on the set a*(D,) = {B, Bt} and B Q P E Syla(Go), 
B is normal in N,p(P). Thus B is weakly closed in P with respect to Go by 
Burnside’s lemma [9, 7.1.11. 
(6.13) Let x be an involution in P. 
(1) If x E D, then x is fused into V, by an element of Nl . 
(2) If x E D, then x is fused into D, n D, by an element of N, . 
(3) x is fused into V, by an element of Go . 
Proof. Suppose x E D, . As in the proof of (6.1 l), x is L,-conjugate to an 
element y E A u V,U. If y E A, then y% n V, # o by (6.9)(4). If y E V,U, 
then (6.9)(3) shows that y is fused into V, = (A n Y)(At n Y) by an element 
of Lot. Thus (1) holds. For the proof of (2), we may assume x E B. Then, 
xv E (A n B)Y for some g EL, by (6.3)(2). Moreover, (A n B)Y/A n B g 
Y/A n Y is a natural module for L,t g SL(2,4). Thus x@ E (A n B) V, for 
some h E Lgt and (2) holds. Since every involution of P is conjugate to an element 
of D,Y in Ni , (3) is a consequence of (l), (2) and (6.7)(3). 
(6.14) If xE W#, then 
(1) xc0 n D, n D, = (A n B)# u (At n Bt)#; 
(2) xc, n V, n B = (A n B)# u { yg 1 y E (At n Y)#, g EL,~}; 
(3) X% n UUtMo = (UW)# u ( UtW)#. 
Proof. Set PO = QD, . As N, n C(D,/Y) = D, and Z(D,) = Y, it follows 
that Z(P,P,V”) < Z(P,,) < C,(Q) = A n Y. Also, WV n V, = 1 since WV n 
V, n H = Z(S)” n Z,(S) = 1. If Pz is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N, different 
from P, then (4.23) shows that Pz is conjugate by an element of P to Pv, PoP$, 
or Po”POt. Therefore, we have Z(P,) n V, < (A n Y) u (At n Y). 
Let x E W+. By (6.12), D, is weakly closed in P with respect to Go , so NGO(D,) 
controls the Go-fusion of elements of Y. As W = Z(P) and Na 4 NGO(D,), 
the above then yields that xc, n V, = (A n Y)# u (At n Y)#. 
Let x be an element of D, n B not contained in (A n B) u (At n Y). Since 
D, n B = (A n B)(At n Y), (6.9)(3) implies that Lot acts transitively on 
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(Or n B/At n Y)# and so there is an element g EL,,~ such that zg E V, - 
{(A n B) u (At n Y)>. In particular, z isnot conjugate ox in G,, .Thus 
XGO n D, n B = (A n B)# u (At n Y)#. Since b*(D, n DJ = {Dl n B, D, n Bt) 
by (6.3)(3), (1) holds. AsVa n B = (A n B)Y and Va n B/A n B g Y/A n Y 
is a natural module for Lzt E SL(2,4), every element of Vs n B is fused into 
(A n B) I’, by an element of Ltt. Hence (2) follows from (1). 
Lety E xGo n UUtMo . By (4.17) and (6.3)(4) we have [0,/W, e,] = UUtW/ W 
and M = QQtV, . Hence (MY, u> = (MY, Y”) centralizes UUtW. Moreover, 
M,/ W is a natural module for (MY, u)lM z SL(2,4) and M,, n V, # W by 
(6.6). Thus yh E UUtV, for some h E (MY, u). Then (1) implies that yh lies 
in A n B or (A n B)t. If yh E A n B, then yh E UUtM,, n A n B = 
U(UUtMO n A n Y). As UUtMO n Y < M,, and M,, n A = W by (6.6)(2), 
we have yh E UW. Similarly, if h E (A n B)t then yh E Ut W. Since hcentralizes 
UUtW, (3) holds. 
(6.15) A is the unique elementary belian subgroup of AA,t of order 2a all of 
whose nonidentity elements are G,,-conjugate. 
Proof. Since M = QQtVz and [Qt, U] = 1 by (6.3), AAOt = U x M. Let 
E be an elementary abelian subgroup of AA,t of order 2*. Then by (6.6), E is 
equal to A, UAot, UM,,g, or UV,Q f or some g E N,(M). Let x E W#. (6.14)(l) 
implies xc0 n V, # Vz#, so we may assume E # UVzg. Similarly, (6.14)(3) 
implies xGo n M,, # M,# and we may assume E # UM,,g. Finally, U(At n Y) 
is a subgroup ofUAot n D, n D, not contained in A u At so that xoo n UAOt f 
(UA,t)+ by (6.14)(l). 
(6.16) A is weakly closed inP with respect to G,, .
Proof. Since Nr n C(D,/At) = D, and since L, acts irreducibly on D,lA, 
it follows that C,(A) = A and so CGo(A) = A x O(CGo(A)). In particular, 
D, does not contain a y G,,-conjugate of A. 
Suppose Ag < ABt for some g E G,, .As C,(B) = B, we have A n Y = 
A n Bt = Z(ABt) < C(AQ), so A n Y < As. AsL,D, = (QD2, Q2”), itfollows 
that AnYnA”<C,(L,)=l, and hence Y=(AnY)x(AnY)“. If 
Ag n Y # A n Y, then Ag n Av n Y has an element x # 1. Since L,D, # 
L,D, n C(x) > QvD, , QD, n C(z) = D, . But this is impossible since 
x E AQ < QD, and As 6 D, . Thus AD n Y = A n Y. As Lzt normalizes Y, 
(6.14)(2) shows that Ag n V, n B < (A n B) u Y. Hence As n Y = A n Y 
implies Agn V, n B < A n B. If AQ n D,Y < V, n B, then Ag n D,Y = 
A n B since ABt (7 D,Y is a subgroup of ABt of index 4 and 1 Ag n D,Y 1 > 
1 An B I. But then Ag < ABt n C(An B) = AY, a contradiction. Thus 
As n D,Y $ V, n B. Transforming each side of the equation f(6.14)(2) by t, 
we have AQ n V, n Bt < (A n B)t u Y. Hence Al n Y = A n Y implies 
Ag n V, n Bt < (A n B)t u (A n Y). If AQ n D,Y < V, n Bt, then 
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Au n D,Y < (A n B)t u (A n Y). But An n D,Y is of order at least 2s and 
contains A n Y, a contradiction. Thus Au n D,Y 4 Vs n Bt. It then follows 
that Ag n D,Y < Vs since &*( P’s) = (V, n B, Vs n Bt}. Therefore, Ag n D,Y < 
D, by (6.7)(3). If h is an element of&, , then Agh < ABt and the above argument 
shows that AQ n (D,Y)h-’ < Dt-’ = D, . By (6.9), D Bt/D, go Ce(e#/W is a 
natural module for L,/O,(L,) g SL(2,4). Inparticular, every element of DIBt 
is fused into D,Y by an element ofL, .Therefore, Ag < D, since we are assuming 
that Ag < ABt. 
Suppose Ag < P for some g E G, . We have shown that As < ABt implies 
AQ < D, . By symmetry, ifAg < AtB then Ag < D, . Thus, in view of (6.7)(3), 
we get that Ag < D, . Since UVM, is a subgroup of D, of index 16, 
/ AQ n UVM,, 1 > 16. Furthermore, (6.14)(3) implies that Ag n lJUtMO is a 
subgroup contained in UW u VW. Hence Ag n UVM,, is equal to UW or 
lJt W. Now &(lJ) = AA,t, so that Ag = A or Ag = At by (6.15). As
A a P E Syl,(G), we conclude that Ag = A. The proof is complete. 
(6.17) A is strongly c osed inP with respect to CGO(x) for x E W#. 
Proof. Set HI = Cc,(x), x EW #. We have IVGO(D,) = iVGO(P) N2 by the 
Frattini argument. As iVLz(Q) isa subgroup of N,,(P) and acts transitively 
on W#, it follows that NGO(Dp) = NHI(P) N, . Moreover, P is normal in 
HI n IV,. Thus N,l(D,) < N(P) < N(A). 
Suppose that an element d of A is HI-conjugate to an element e of P - A. 
Since Ni < NH1(A), we may assume that dE A n Y. Also, N,/D, has only one 
conjugacy lass of involutions a dwe may assume E D,Y. Then e E D, u 
(V, n B) u (I’, n Bt) by (6.3)(3) and (6.7)(3) and hence e E D, u Y by 
(6.14)(2). In view of (6.13)(l) we may assume that eE Y. Then d and e are 
conjugate in LV,~(D,), forD, is weakly closed in P with respect toHI . This 
is a contradiction. 
(6.18) The following conditions hold. 
(1) NT,(wY) = %o(Dd WGJW). 
(2) Cc,(x) D WO(C,o(x)) and Cc,(x) is 2-constrainedfor x E W+.
Proof. Set H, = C&(W). Then by (6.17), A is strongly closed in P with 
respect to H, . Let H, = H,,/O(H,, modW) and X = (A%>. A result of 
Goldschmidt [6] shows that X = O,(x) E(X) and sZ,(x n P) = 2. Since L, 
is a subgroup of H,, and acts transitively on J#, x = 2 or X is a simple group 
of type Ior II in the sense of [6]. If x is simple, then L, centralizes x, a contra- -- 
diction. Thus A = 1 and so nr = AAt 4 g,, .This implies that Ho = 
NH,(D1) O(H,). Now, iVGO(W) = HJVG0(P) by the Frattini argument, N(P) < 
N(D,), and IV(D,) < IV(W) by (4.17)(2). Thus(1) holds. 
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For the proof of (2), set Di = CGO(x), x EW#. (6.17) implies that both A 
and At are strongly closed in P with respect toHI . Hence W = A n At is 
also strongly closed in P with respect toHI. This time, let Ri = H,/O(H,) 
and X = (WHl). Then by [6], X = O,(X) E(X) and O,(Xn P) = W. If 
W # X n P, then W < X n Z(P mod W). But Z(P mod W) = V, is ele- 
mentary abelian sothat W < sZ,(X n P), a contradiction. Thus WE Syl,(X). 
It then follows that X = w and Hi = NH1( W) O(H,). Finally, NGo(D1) is 
2-constrained a d hence H, is 2-constrained as well. 
(6.19) QB/B is strongly c osed inP/B with respect to NGO(B)/B. 
Proof. -- Let N = N,o(B) and N = NIB. Then p = Q x QtDa and E*(P) = -- 
{Di , QD,}. Hence D1 and QD, are weakly closed in P with respect toN by 
Burnside’s lemma. Take an element CUE Q and a fl-conjugate E E P of a. If 
in D1, then ;E is conjugate to by an element of Nn(Di). Since A Q N(D,B) 
by (6.16) and QB = AB, it follows that SE Q. Likewise, A 4 N(QD,) and 
so if t? EQD, then P E Q. Thus Q is strongly closed inP with respect toIv. 
(6.20) If x E (AI,, n V,) - W, then MOD2 E Syl,(CoO(x)) and B is strongly 
closed inM,,D, with respect to Cc,(x). 
Proof. Let H, = Coo(x) with x E (MO n V,) - W and V = M,,D, .If Qa 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofH, containing V, then D, 4 Qa by (6.12) and so 
Qa < N, . Since M,,Y is aSylow 2-subgroup of C,(x) and since N, = NK( Y)‘Dz ,
we conclude that V is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H, . As C,(x) = A n B, we have 
ABt n V < D, . Since tnormalizes M,,by (6.6)(6), it hen follows from (6.7)(3) 
that &*(V/Y) = {D,Y n V/Y, D,/Y} and each member of 8*(V) is contained 
in either D,or D, . 
We now proceed as in Lemma (8N) of [7]. Suppose an element d E V - B 
is fused into B by an element of H, . Choose gE H, such that 
(1) dgE B and 
(2) 1 B n Bg-’ jis maximal subject to(1). 
Set Tl = B n Bg-l, T, = Ns((T, d)), T3 = C,(d), and T, = [B, d]. Then 
by (6.12) and [7, Lemma (IG)] we have 
(3) ToTI < Ts G T2, Tsg n B = Tf # Tsg, IB/T, I = I To I < I TATI I, 
and I Ton Tl I = I G/T, I. 
Furthermore, w  may assume that 
(4) Nv(<T, Ojg < V. 
By (4), T,g is an elementary belian subgroup ofV, so it is contained in D, or 
D,.HencewehaveIT,g/T,gnBI~16,forID,:Bj=ID,nV:D,nBl= 
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16. So 1 T,/T, 1 < 16 by (3). If d 4 D,, then C"(d)< D, and Ta < D,n B. 
As 1 B/T, 1< ] T,/T, 1 it follows that T3 = D, n B. But then de Cp(T& 
G(V,) = D, by (4.211, a contradiction. Thus (6.3)(3) implies that dE Bt and 
T3 = Y, and hence j T,/T, 1 = 16. Also, (Tl , d) < Bt and (4) shows that 
Btg < I/. Therefore, g E N(Bt) by (6.12). IfT,g < D, , then Yg = D, n Bt 
since Y < T, n Bt. However, D, n Bt 4 V E Sy12(H2), D,is weakly closed 
in V with respect toHa , and Z(D,) = Y, so that [7, Lemma (lF)] yields 
Y = D, n Bt, which is a contradiction. Thus T.j < D, . As T,g 4 B, it 
follows that T# < Bt. Hence T, < Bt and we have Tz = B n Bt = Y. Then 
(3) implies that Y = T,, x Tl and 1 Tl 1 = 16. Since gE N(Bt) and Tl = 
B n Bg-l < Y, it follows that Tlg < Y and Tl = Y n Yg-I. In particular, 
Bt = yyg-‘. 
Let e be an element of Yg-’ - Y and choose hE Hz such that eh E B and 
I B n Bh-' jis maximal subject toeh E B. Notice that eE V - B and eg E B. 
We apply the above argument with e and h in the role of d and g. Then 
1 Tl ( = 16 implies I Bn Bh-' I = 16 and T,-, n Tl = 1 implies [B, e] n Bhml = 1. 
Since s E B, we may choose h= g. Then [B, e] n Tl = 1. As Bt = YYg-', 
we get that [B, u] n Tl = 1 for all aE Bt - Y. If a E Ut, then 1 # [U, a] < 
[B, U] n W by (6.3). M oreover, L centralizes Ut and At n Y is a natural 
module for L,s SL(2, 4), so At n Y < [B, u] < Y. Since [B, a] n T, = 1, 
it follows that [B, u] = At n Y. Now Lzt acts transitively on (Bt/Y)# so that 
{YIYE[B,u],uEB~- Y} ={zhIzEAtn Y,heLzt}. 
If w E W#, then wGo n Y = {zh j x E (At n Y)#, h EL,"} by(6.14)(2) since Lst 
acts transitively on (An Y)#. Thus we have that wGo n Tl = 0. 
Set X = (D, , Di-'). Then X D Bt and X < C,o(T,) < H, since g E N(B') 
mdxETl=YnYQ-' . Suppose D, 6 Syl,(x) and let PI be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of X containing D, . Then D, Q PI , so there is an element k E NHL(Ds) uch 
that D, < PI" < Cy(Tlk). Th en CIMO( Tlk) is not contained in D, , so 
Cy(CMJTlk)) < V,. As C,(D,) = Y, it follows that Tlk < Z(Cv(Tlk)) < V,. 
I n particular, (A n I’,) n T,k # 1. However, this is impossible since 
wGo n Tl = 0 for w E We. Thus D, E Syl,(X). Then D,B-' = Dzh for some 
h E Xand so Y #I Xsince Yg # Y = Z(D,). Now (6.3)(3) and[7, Lemma (lH)] 
show that X/Bt has a strongly embedded subgroup. 
Let iV =_N,o(B") and n = N/Bt. By(6.19), 9” is strongly closed inP with 
respect toN. Let x0 deiiote he normal closure ofQ-” in R. Then 9” = 
&(Na n P) by [6]. If p $ Syl,(NJ, then 9” < lyO n Z(P mod Qt). But this is 
a contradiction, for Z(p mod Qt) 
Also, x0/O(&) 
is elementary abelian. Thus Qt E Syl,(ms). 
is simple, for m0 contains Lat. Set X0 = C&i$/O(NO))(m). 
Then & < X0 since Q E Syl,(L,) and iQnQt=l. Likewise L,,<N and - - 
E,, E SL(2,4) with C,(e,) = C,(e,) -- a Sylow 2-subgroup by (6.9), and as 
C,(e,) n &” = 1, we have &, < 1, . Now P = Qt x @, 8*(m) = {m, B}, 
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and (Q, C,(e,)) = @% Thus QB = 37, n P E Syl,(X,J. Moreover, L, acts 
transitively on i&+ and L, acts transitively on (WV>+ by (6.9), so X0 has only 
one conjugacy class of involutions and hence neither m nor B is strongly 
closed in m with respect to X0 . Thus [7, Lemma (lH)] shows that 
X,/0(X,) s PSL(3,4). H ence, (D, , D,“)/Bt does not have a strongly embedded 
subgroup for anyy E A? However, as shown above X/Bt has a strongly embedded 
subgroup. This contradiction completes the proof. 
(6.21) The following conditions hold. 
(1) &o(Y) = &o(D,) 0(%0(Y)). 
(2) C,Jx) D YO(C,Jx)) and Cc,(x) is 2-constrainedfor x E (MO n Vz) - W. 
Proof. Set H, = Cco(Y). Then D, E Syl,(H,) by (4.21) and B is strongly 
closed in D, with respect to Ha by (6.20). Let Rt, = H,,/O(H,, mod Y). Then 
& n C(t) is solvable since (C(Y)/Y) n C(t) = C(Y) n N(Y(t))/Y is solvable 
by (4.7). Set X = (B%). Then [6] shows that X = O,(X) E(X) and B E Syl,(X) 
since Ds is elementary abelian. As B n Bt = 1, it follows that E(X) n E(X)” = 1 
and E(X)E(X)t n C(t) is isomorphic to E(X). Since r-7, n C(t) is solvable, 
we conclude that B = X. Hence D, = mt 4 n,, . Moreover, O(H,, mod Y) = 
YO(N,JY)) and iVoJY) = N,JD,) H, by the Frattini argument. Thus (1) 
holds. 
For the proof of (2), set H, = C’,(l( x ), x E (M, n V,) - W. Since t normalizes 
MU , (6.20) implies that both B and Bt are strongly closed in MODS with respect 
to H, . Hence Y = B n Bt is also strongly closed in MODS with respect to 
H, . Let Hz = H,/O(H,) and X = (Y%>. By [6], X = O,(x) E(X) and 
sZ,(X n M,D,) = Y. Since x is a noncentral involution of K, Y is normal in 
C,(x) and C, = CK(x)’ is perfect by (2.6). Now, C, permutes the components 
of E(X) and the number of components of E(X) is at most 4, so C, normalizes 
each component of E(X). Let Xi be a component of E(X). If Xris of type II 
in the sense of [6], then j x, n P / < 8 and C, centralizes X1 n B. If Xi is of 
type I, then C, centralizes Xl n B as well, for C, is perfect. Since ZE O,(X) 
and since / C,(C,)[ = 4 by (2.6), we conclude that E(X) = 1. Thus H, = 
NH2(Y) O(H,). Finally, NGO(D,) is 2-constrained, so 11; is also 2-constrained 
and (2) holds. 
(6.22) If O(G) = 1, then E(G) E PSL(5,4). 
Proof. The centralizer of every involution of G, is 2-constrained by (6.13), 
(6.18), and (6.21). Since O(G,) = 1, a result of Gorenstein and Walter [lo] 
implies that every 2-local subgroup of G, is core-free. Let z E W# and HI = 
Cc,(z). Then HI D D, by (6.18). Suppose A0 < HI for some g E G,, . Then 
Ag < NI since NGO(D1)/NI has odd order. Choose an element h E NI so that 
A@ < P. Then Agh = A by (6.16) and so Ag = A. Since NGO(A) acts transitively 
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on A#, it follows that A is weakly closed inCoo(a) with respect toG, for each 
a E A#. Now, E(G) is simple (see [20, Lemma (2.9)]), so a result ofTirnmesfeld 
[19] shows that E(G) g PSL(5,4). 
Remark. The condition that O(G) = 1 in the above lemma will be removed 
in Section 8.
7. THE CASE Kg PSU(4, 2) x PSU(4, 2) 
We retain the notation fSection 4.The purpose of this ection isto prove 
that E(G) is isomorphic toPSU(5,2) x PSU(5,2) under the following 
hypothesis. 
(7.1) Hypothesis. Kg PSU(4,2) x PSU(4,2). 
(7.2) N, = Ni x Nit and Ni is isomorphic to N,n H = N,(A,)‘. 
Proof. Take a component K,, of K and set E = NKJY) and I = O,(E). 
Then N,(Y) = E x Et, Y = I x It, and E is isomorphic to N,(Y) n H = 
K$ by (4.6). SoN,(Y)/Y = EY/Y x EtY/Y. In view of the proof of (4.24) 
we may assume that E < Na . Then Ns = (Da n N,)E. A Sylow 5-subgroup 
of Kz acts fixed-point-freely on F, so [It, x] = It for aSylow 5-subgroup X of Et. 
Since Et centralizes N,/Yby (4.24), we have [Ns n P, X] = [Y, x] = It and 
N3 n P is a direct product of It and Na n P n C(X). Since Na n P is a Sylow 
2-subgroup ofNs and It is contained inZ(N,), we can write N, = It x N 
for some subgroup N by Gaschiitz’s theorem. Then E = E’ < Ni < N and 
NnY=I. Thus NanN,t=Y implies that NinNit<lnIt=l. As 
0; = Y, (7.2) now follows from (4.24). 
(7.3) DEFINITION. Let Q = Nk n P, Gr = (Q, p, Q”), and G,, =
(P, PU) P”>. 
(7.4) Go = G, x G:, Gl g PSU(5,2), and Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup f Gl . 
Furthermore, GO n H = L and C(G,) has odd order. 
Proof. Set B, = Je(Q mod Z(Q)) and B, = O,(Ni). Then (7.2) shows that 
4 = Q n Q”, D, = B, x B,t, and N; = (Q, Q”). 
Moreover, P = Q x Qt and Q is isomorphic to Cp(t) = S, so W = Z(P) = 
Z(Q) x Z(Q)” and B,B,t/ W is th e unique lementary belian subgroup of P/W 
of order 212. Thus 
D, = B, x B,t. 
Since NL(A1) normalizes D, and centralizes W, NL(A1) normalizes 
Z(D, mod Z(Q)) = B,W as well. Now, e1e2 is an element of NK,(S) and so 
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normalizes Q. Consider the map defined byx F-+ xxt for xE B, . This is a (eies)- 
isomorphism of B, onto D, n H = A,. As [A,, eies] = A,, we have 
i , eies] = B, . Since ,ea centralizes u and W, it follows that u normalizes 
FIW, ere,] = B,. Moreover, (P/D,) n C(t)= SD,/D,, so (PnP"/D,)n 
C(t) = 1. This implies that Pn P" = D, and hence 
B,=Qnp. 
Define an isomorphism 8 of Ni onto N,(A,)’ by x t+ xxt. This isomorphism 
maps B, onto A, and B, n B," onto A, n A,". Hence 1 B, n BIV 1= 4. Since 
D, n H = Ai, i = 1,2, and since A, n (A,n AiV)U = 1, we have that 
D, n (Dl n D1*)u = 1. In particular, B, n (B, n B121)U = 1. Thus comparing 
orders weget 
Q = B,(B, n B1v)U. 
Since Njl is generated by Q and Qv, we have 
N; = B2((B1nB,")",(B,nB,")""). 
Let X = (B, (B, n Blw)UV) andNi = Ni/Z(B,). ThenNj = B,X. Since the 
isomorphism B aps Bi onto Ai , i = 1, 2, and A, n A, $ Z(A,), it follows 
that 1# B, n 8, < X n 8, . Also, X n B, is normal in Ni since 8, is abelian. 
As N,(A,)' acts irreducibly on A,/Z(A,), Ni acts irreducibly on & . Hence 
Ni = 8 and Nj = Z(B,)X D X n Z(B,) # 1. Moreover, NA acts irreducibly 
on Z(B,). Therefore, 
Nj = (B,,(B, n Blv)UV). 
Now we have 
[B1u, %I = P, , B,tl = 1, 
[B,",(B, n p)u21t] G [B,",Byt] = [B,,B:t] 
< [Nj , Nit] = 1, 
[(B, n B:)UVu,B:] G [By,B:] = [By,Bt] 
= [B:t,B,]ut = 1, 
[(B, n B,")U'U,(B1 n Bp)Uvt] < [B:uwU,B:UOt] 
= [B:“vu, Byut] 
= [B, B,t]'""" = 1, 
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where we use (uv)” = (vu)“. Hence [Ni”, Nz] = 1. As NL = (Q, Qv), this 
implies that [Q, Qut] = [Q”, Qt]” = 1 and [Q”, Q”“] = [Q”“, Qtlu = 1. There- 
fore, [Gr , G,t] = 1 and G, is a central product of Gi and G,t. 
By (4.2), (t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(L) n N(G,,). As G, contains 
(S, P, SW) = L, C(G,,) isanormal subgroup of C(L) n N(G,) and furthermore, 
t $ C(G,). Hence C(G,) is of odd order. 
By (7.2), Ni is perfect and so contained in G; . Since u E G,, D G; , we have 
G; = G, . Set L, = {xx” 1 x E Gr} and 2 = Gr n Grt. Then Cc,(t) =L,C,(t). 
Moreover, the map defined by x H xxt for x E G1 is a homomorphism of Gr 
onto L, whose kernel is a subgroup of 2. Then Gr = G; implies L, = Li . 
Since L < Cc,(t) and Wm) = L, we conclude that L = L, and G,/Z(G,) is 
isomorphic to PSU(5, 2). As the Schur multiplier ofPSU(5,2) is trivial, 
Z(G,) = 1. This completes the proof of (7.4). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving that G, is a normal 
subgroup of G. 
(7.5) If t E N(G,,)g for an element g of G, then gE N(G,). 
Proof. It follows from (4.9) that N(R) = N&S)W, so N(R) normalizes P.
Since G, = (P, L), we have N(R) < N(G,). 
Suppose t E N(G,)B. Then t acts on the set {Gig, Gf>. If t normalizes Grg, 
then (3.10) shows that m(G,g n H) > 3. Likewise m(Gp n H) > 3 and so 
m(G,,g n H) 3 6. But this is impossible since m(H) = 5. Thus Gi’ = Gp 
and in particular, G, g n H = L since Hcrn) = L. Let PO be a (t)-invariant 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G,,g containing S. Then NpO(R) > S = PO n H, so 
[I, Lemma 2.51 shows that (NpO(R), L) = G,g. Thus N(R) < N(G,) implies 
G,,Q < N(G,). Since C(G,,) has odd order, we conclude that G,,s = G,, .
(7.6) P is a Sylow 2-subgroup f G(*). 
Proof. Let Pl be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(G,) containing P(t) and set 
P,, = NP1(G,), Q,, = Cp,(G2), and X = N(G,,). Then we have 1 X : Nr(G,)I = 2 
and Pl = P,(t). If g E N(P,), then tQ EPI < X and g E X by (7.5). Thus 
N(P,) < X and 
Similarly, if tg E PO for some g E G, then g E X. But this is impossible since 
t 4 N,(G,) Q X. Thus 
tCnP, = ,0. 
If P = PO, then P E Sy&(G’) by the Thompson transfer lemma. Therefore, 
we assume P <PO . As C(G,) has odd order, it follows that Q0 n Qt = 1 
and Q0 is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(G,). So 1 Q,, :Q 1 < 2. Likewise 
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PO/QOt is isomorphic toa subgroup of Aut(G,) and 1 PO : QQOt 1 < 2. Thus 
one of the following twocases occurs: 
Case 1. / Q0 : Q 1 = 2 and PO = QO x Qt, 
Case 2. Q0 = Q and 1 PO : P / = 2. 
Let x be an involution n PI . If x 6 P,, then x interchanges Gr and Grt 
and so Q = Qt. This implies C,(x) z Q. Now [(PI/P) IT C(x)/ = 4, so we 
get 1 CP,(x)I < 212. If x G PO - (QOP u Q,tP), then x acts both on Gr and on 
Glt as an outer automorphism so that jC,(x)/ < 28 and ] CP,(x)I < 2lr. There- 
fore, 
for each involution x i PI - (Q,,P u QiP). As P = Q x Qt, every involution 
of Pt is conjugate to tin P(t). Hence Npo(P(t)) = CpO(t)P, and so Cp,(t) > S. 
Moreover, Cp,(t) n C(L) = 1 since C,(L) = (t) O(H). Thus Cp,(t) is iso- 
morphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut(L) an d we can take an involution a such 
that 
C&) = (a>S # S. 
Suppose ais conjugate in G to an element of Q,,.P and choose ag E Qr,P so that 
( Cp,(ag)l is maximal. Then I(ag) G,, n C(ag)J, 3 213, and so 1 Cp,(ao)I > 213 
by the choice of as. Hence ag is extremal inPl with respect toG. By (2.2), 
there xists anelement h such that ah = ag and Cpl(a)” < Cpl(ag). As t lies 
in Cp,(a), (7.5) implies that h E X. In particular, Ir normalizes the set 
I = G,C,(G,) u GrtCX(Glt). Now [t, a] = 1 and a # G,C,(G,,) = G,C,(G,) n 
GltCX(Gr$ so that ah $ I. This, however, isacontradiction since as E G,tC,(G,t). 
Thus 
aGn(Q,,PuQotP)= o. 
In Case 1, PI/P is dihedral oforder 8, &*(PJP) = {PO/P, (t, a)P/P}, and 
Z(P, mod P) = <a>P. M oreover, as shown above tG n PO = o and aG n PO < 
ti. Thus P E Syl,(G”) by [8, Lemma (lG)]. 
Now assume Case 2. If (ta)” n P # 0, choose (ta)” E P so that jCp,((ta)g)\ 
is maximal. Then as before (ta)” isextremal inPI with respect toG and we can 
take an element h such that (ta)h = (ta)” and Cp,(ta)h < Cp,((ta)g). Thenas 
t E Cp,(ta), (7.5) forces h EX. However, as ta E PI - P,, this implies (ta)h $ GO , 
a contradiction. Therefore, (ta)G n P = ,D .Now P,, = (a)P and Pl = (t, a)P, 
Thus P E Syl,(G’) by [8, Lemma (lF)]. The proof is complete. 
(7.7) E(G) s PSU(5,2) x PSU(5,2). 
Proof. As Y is elementary belian oforder 2s, (3.7)(2) implies Y = JB(P) =
Je(Q) x Jo(Q)“. If B is a subgroup ofP such that /B I > 21a nd I &(Z(B))I 3 2*, 
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then Z(B) >, Y and B < C,(Y) = D, by (4.21), soB = D, . Hence, D, is 
weakly closed inP with respect toG. 
Let X = Gtrn) and suppose dx n (P - Q) # o for some involution d E Q. 
Since very involution of GI is conjugate in GI to an element of Je(Q), wemay 
assume that dE J,(Q) and do E Y - JJQ) for some g E X. Now N,(D,) D Nz = 
Ni x Nz, so Nj; is normal in N,(D,) by the Krull-Schmidt theorem. Further- 
more, N,(D,) controls the fusion of elements ofY by the above. But then 
do E Y n IV; = J,(Q), a contradiction. Thus Q is strongly involution closed inP 
with respect toX. Setting N = (1(&)X), we have [N, Nt] < O(X) by [15]. 
Moreover, N = (Grr) and N = N’. Let G = G/O(G). Then [N, N) = 1 
and Cx(i)(=) = L. Now, it follows that Nr PSU(5, 2) as in the last part of 
the proof of (7.4). Hence N = Gi and G0 4 X. Therefore, [20, Lemma (2.10)] 
shows that E(G) = GO. The proof is complete. 
8. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let G = G/O(G). Then t is a standard subgroup of G and Cc(z) has cyclic 
Sylow 2-subgroups. Suppose ,E +I G. Then G satisfies Hypothesis (4.1) and 
E(G) is isomorphic to PSL(5,4) or PSU(5,2) x PSU(5,2) by (5.2), (6.22), 
and (7.7). Therefore, E(G) is isomorphic to PSL(5,4) or PSU(5, 2) x PSU(5, 2) 
by [20, Lemma (2.10)]. Theproof of the theorem is complete. 
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